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Berrigan Shire Vision
The vision of the Berrigan Shire Council is to create a sustainable, healthy and vibrant community that takes
advantage of economic opportunities, promotes innovation and diversification, realises the potential of
existing businesses and welcomes compatible strategic investment into the Shire.
The Council will do this through observing the following principles, values and ethics.

Integrity
Leadership
Selflessness
Objectivity
Accountability
Openness
Honesty
Respect
Trust and Teamwork
Advocacy
Partnership

CONTACTING COUNCIL

Postal:
Phone:
Facsimile:
Email:
Website:

PO Box 137, Berrigan NSW 2712
(03) 5888 5100
(03) 5885 2092
mail@berriganshire.nsw.gov.au
www.berriganshire.nsw.gov.au

Administrative Office:
56 Chanter St, Berrigan NSW 2712
Office Hours: 8.00am to 5.00pm, Monday to Friday.
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About this Annual Report
Each year, the Council produces an annual report to review its performance and achievements for the past
financial year. The document in designed to provide an insight into the Council’s operations and financial
position, and indicate how the Council has performed in achieving the activities we set ourselves during the
year.
While the production of an annual report is a statutory requirement under the Local Government Act 1993,
the Council also sees this document as being a key indicator of the Council’s commitment to open,
transparent and accountable governance.
The 2005/06 Annual Report represents a clear departure from previous Annual Reports in as much as it is
designed to be much more user friendly and will provide the Council’s customers with a clear understanding
of the Council’s responsibilities and activities.
The following annual report includes information on:
• The achievements and challenges faced by the Council during the financial year;
• Information about council operations in the 2005/06 financial year;
• An outline of council services;
• Performance against the objectives set out in the Council’s corporate plan;
• The financial statements for the 2005/06 financial year; and
• Other information required by the Local Government Act 1993.
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Mayor’s Report
On the 11th of March this year (2006) we celebrated the Centenary of the Berrigan
Shire which was proclaimed on the 7th of March, 1906. The occasion was an
opportunity to reflect on the past one hundred years of Local Government and a
reminder that we are extremely fortunate to live and work in a Shire that provides such
opportunity and lifestyle.
It is pleasing to report that the past year has again, I believe, seen the Council provide
an excellent standard of service and governance to our residents and ratepayers.
Councillors and staff have had an interesting time formulating new policies, debating a
number of important issues, and presiding over a capital works program; all of which
will have long term benefits for our Shire.
Two significant areas of policy development were the new water pricing policy and our focus on the risk
management of the Council’s public space. With the implementation of the new water pricing policy it will
be interesting to observe ratepayer’s responses as they receive their first accounts. Our risk management
policy is to some degree a flow on from the Ballerini case. Whilst it is difficult to understand the final
decision of the Court, and even though it has been described as a ‘rogue’ decision, there is certainly no
consolation in this comment as we all continue to be frustrated by the legal process that continues to take
place in the awarding and settling of costs.
Some of the more important issues addressed by the Council were the sale of “Nariel”, completion of the
Finley Street subdivision and sale of some blocks, the formation of a committee to progress the
beautification of Railway Park in Finley, construction of a water tower in Tocumwal and the letting of the
tender for a similar tower in Finley, completion of drainage works in Barooga and plans for similar works in
Tocumwal, and the ongoing streetscape works in Tocumwal which when completed will see all four towns in
the Shire with attractive main streets.
The Council’s decision to pursue the construction of a new library and archive facility in Berrigan will
further enhance the Berrigan main street and provide a much needed upgrade of library services for the town.
The Council’s support of the community continued throughout the year with programs such as our ongoing
support of the Shire’s youth through the Local Employment Expo, the creation of university scholarships to
commence in 2007, the relocation of our Home and Community Care services and our growing support for
health services. There is no doubt that councils are being forced to become more involved in issues that
traditionally were not our own.
During the year we witnessed the independent inquiry into the Financial Sustainability of New South Wales
Local Government. I think it is reasonable to say that the report told us nothing that was not already known
– that Local Government is under-funded, we are subject to cost shifting whenever possible, and that some
councils are unsustainable in the long term. Whilst we can work to become more efficient, which I believe
the Berrigan Shire does extremely well anyway, the bottom line is that more programs such as Roads to
Recovery are necessary. There is no doubt that this program has had a major impact on the improved
standard of our roads.
Two matters which have taken a considerable amount of my time and have at times been a distraction are the
Rural Fire Service and the Tocumwal Aerodrome. In terms of the Rural Fire Service, the crude attempt to
rezone us into a larger fire zone did nothing but create animosity and unrest within our volunteers. Problems
with the Tocumwal Aerodrome have been ongoing and have required a considerable amount of
consideration. Hopefully the Strategic Plan about to commence will provide some clear direction for the
future of the facility.
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Development approvals of some $34 million again demonstrated the rapid pace of economic development
within the Shire. This growth certainly has a flow on effect for the Shire and I thank the staff involved for
the role they play in facilitating this development.
The highlight of the year for me was the opening of the new Barooga-Cobram Bridge. Whilst I appreciate
that the Council played no role in the planning or construction, we did lead the way in lobbying to have a
new bridge built. It should always remind us of what can be achieved through communities working
together.
Councillor Greg Ryan resigned part way through the year and I thank him for his commitment to the Council
during his term of office. He was replaced by Councillor Alyson Webster who along with a number of new
staff joined the Council during the year.
In concluding this report I thank all staff for their commitment to the ratepayers of our Shire and especially
thank General Manager Rowan Perkins for his support and advice.
Thankyou to my fellow Councillors for your support and input around the Council table, and as we enter the
second half of this Council term I am sure that there will be more demands placed on our time and
enthusiasm.
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General Manager’s Report
The preparation of this report provides an opportunity to reflect on what has been
achieved and what issues continue to be of concern for the Council, its staff and
importantly, the community.
Following the general election in March 2004 and the by election that saw the election
of Alyson Webster replacing Greg Ryan, the Council has grown into a productive team
with individual Councillors and staff co-operating to pursue those issues that are
important to our community. While there are obviously times of difference, it is
pleasant to see that these differences are worked through on an individual basis and do
not impact on general decision making or activities. In terms of overall performance
this is the method of management that is more likely to create outcomes for the community, as opposed to
the alternative of ongoing conflict that we often see reported about in other Councils.
The Council’s activities have created some great outcomes over the past year some of which are highlighted
below in no particular order.
TOCUMWAL CARAVAN PARK

The decision to lease the management of Tocumwal Caravan Park has continued to reap benefits for the
community and the Council. Whilst the Park is suffering a short term decline in patronage, this is part of the
rebuilding process. The recent increases in fuel costs have exacerbated this “clean up” by a significant
reduction of travellers making the annual Victoria – Queensland – Victoria trip.
The management of the Park is proactive and competent and have fitted into the community well.
RIVER MURRAY HERITAGE CENTRE

Similar to the Tocumwal Caravan Park, the River Murray Heritage Centre has been an underperforming
facility for the community. Whilst the Council owns the improvements at the site, the land is Crown Land of
which the Council is the Trustee. This situation has limited the Council’s ability to either place the facility in
private ownership or to significantly change its use to something more effective.
The Council resolved several years ago to pursue a compulsory acquisition of the site without any significant
progress towards achieving this outcome.
Through the engagement of Kell Moore Solicitors to pursue the compulsory acquisition process, the process
has now been completed with the Council holding titles to the River Murray Heritage Centre and land to the
south which is also situated on the Newell Highway.
The matter of compensation for the land remains unresolved with the State Government now expecting a
settlement approximately four times the originally agreed amount.
This final issue continues to delay the process of turning this unproductive community asset into something
that can return long term benefits for the community.
TOCUMWAL STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

The Tocumwal Townscape Improvement Project finally nears completion. With the approaching
completion, the project is generating positive feedback from the community. This feedback can be attributed
to the installation of street furniture and lighting, etc.
Relatively minor works remain to complete the project, mainly associated with the construction of kerb and
gutter, footpath and road construction in Murray Street from the new roundabout to Finley Street.
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The completion of the project will improve the Council’s ability to respond to other, more routine works.
LAND DEVELOPMENT AND SALES

The Council commenced subdivision of a further 18 residential lots at Finley Street, Finley. It was expected
that this would cater for demand for the next 3-5 years. Pleasantly, there has been significant interest in this
land and the Council proceeded with an initial auction of a first stage comprising ten lots. Seven of these lots
are now sold. Following the sale of the remaining three lots in Stage 1, the balance of the subdivision will be
released.
Significant private development of residential land is occurring at Barooga and Tocumwal and there is no
need for the Council to enter these markets. Both these towns have seen significant residential and rural
residential lots created in recent years with buyer demand having resulted in these lots developing quickly.
DOCTOR CO-LOCATION PROJECT

This project has finally come to physical fruition with renovation and modification of the required facilities
recently commencing. The Council has provided $100,000 to Greater Murray Area Health Service to assist
with the establishment of a GP facility at Finley Hospital.
It is disappointing that the establishment of a practice at the facility has not occurred.
STAFF

The period of this report has seen a return to a relatively dynamic staff position particularly in the
professional and para-professional areas that are inherently difficult to attract staff.
One long serving Director resigned during the year, and following the Council’s policy it was pleasant to
appoint an existing Council employee into that role. The Council’s preference for internal appointments,
where possible and practical, does of course create other vacancies and can prolong the time of instability.
This instability has begun to abate with the appointment of a new Finance Manager.
As a new experience for the Council three staff members have taken maternity leave during the past twelve
months, creating some challenges.
The Council has continued to provide local employment and youth development opportunities through the
employment of office trainees and a motor mechanic apprentice.
The office traineeships have been valuable to the Council in providing an ongoing source of office staff that
have mostly been retained by the Council due to their competence. This program provides an opportunity,
albeit relatively small, for local youth retention.
FINLEY SALEYARDS

The operating position at the Finley Saleyards continues to be a significant concern. The continuing decline
in revenues must be reversed if the yards are to remain as a viable facility for the community. It is clear that
without industry support and a sustained change to the present drought conditions it will be difficult for the
Council to continue to provide the facility.
The yards will continue to require close monitoring and will possibly require some tough decisions to be
made. The value of the yards to the community is high, yet industry support or loyalty is low.
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JASON BALLERINI PUBLIC LIABILITY CLAIM

The Council and its enduring insurers continued to defend the claim made against the Council by Jason
Ballerini following a diving incident at Bullanginya Lagoon. The claim against the Council was successful
in the Victorian Supreme Court and also the Victorian Supreme Court of Appeal.
Application was made to the High Court of Australia for special leave for the matter to be heard by that
Court. That application was however declined and the matter is therefore concluded, with the Council held to
be largely responsible for Mr Ballerini’s damages.
The failure of HIH Insurance has compounded the matter for the Council but it is expected that in the main,
the Council will be protected by the HIH Rescue Package implemented by the Federal and NSW
Governments.
The Council is attempting to finalise the legal costs in the matter to allow a claim to be made to the HIH
Rescue Package.
WATER SUPPLIES

The Council has completed a new water tower at Tocumwal and contracts have been let for a new water
tower in Finley. The Council has been required to entirely fund these projects, with the previously
announced subsidies of approx $800,000 from the NSW Government being withdrawn. Whilst the Council’s
water fund remains in a sound financial state, the impact of an unexpected withdrawal of $800,000 will be
noticed in the medium to long term.
EMPLOYMENT EXPO

Another successful Employment Expo was conducted by the Council and Finley High School. The aim of
the Employment Expo is to make local students aware of local career and job opportunities, and to provide
employers with an opportunity to showcase their business to local students with the overall aim of linking
local young people to local employment and thus reducing export of youth from the area.
COBRAM/BAROOGA BRIDGE

The completion of the new Cobram/Barooga Bridge is a great reward for the efforts of the Berrigan and
Moira Shires and the communities of Cobram and Barooga.
The Councils will now pursue a program to have the old bridge removed.
RISK MANAGEMENT

Following from the Ballerini claim and due to legislative change and advice from the Council’s insurers, a
significant escalation has occurred in the Council’s risk management activities. This increased activity is
primarily focused on public liability and occupational health and safety risks.
This increased level of activity comes at a significant cost and will be partially funded through an additional
increase of 2% in Ordinary Rates that was recently approved by the Minister for Local Government and will
take effect in 2006/07.
TOCUMWAL AERODROME

Following the ongoing unproductive operation of the Tocumwal Aerodrome Committee of Management the
Council again resumed direct management of the aerodrome. This step was not taken lightly, was not
universally supported, and will undoubtedly have ongoing impact on the Council’s resources.
Users of the aerodrome will continue to have input into the Council’s decision making process through the
conduct of quarterly user meetings.
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BERRIGAN LIBRARY AND ARCHIVE FACILITY

The Council has recently embarked upon a process to establish a new library and archive facility at Berrigan.
This is an exciting project for the Berrigan community and will provide a significant improvement in
services and operating hours.
The archive component of the project will provide for future local storage of the Council’s public and
operational records and will also offer the opportunity for a low cost office expansion if required in the
future.
RAILWAY PARK

In developing residential land at Finley Street in Finley, the Council has been able to commence the
development of a required drainage detention area which will also serve as a significant local park. The park
will be known as “Railway Park” and is being developed in conjunction with a Committee of Management
appointed from local residents.
ROADS TO RECOVERY GRANT

The Federal Government provided the Council with a one-off additional annual grant under the Roads to
Recovery Program. The funds may be spent over the next three years on eligible roads and associated
infrastructure projects. The Council has programmed this additional expenditure into its capital works
program and will complete two significant projects on the Tocumwal – Deniliquin Road and the Yarrawonga
Road.
TOCUMWAL RECREATION RESERVE

Significant human resources have been allocated to assist the Tocumwal Recreation Reserve to seek grant
funding for new facilities at the Reserve. The Council has contributed $100,000 towards the project and the
Federal Government has committed $550,000 from its Regional Partnership Program.
The Council is continuing to work with the project working party to secure approximately $200,000 in
funding from the NSW Department of Sport, Recreation and Tourism.
COUNCIL SOLICITOR

The Council has appointed Kell Moore Solicitors to handle most of its legal work. Routine legal issues and
land transactions will continue to be dealt with locally.
BEST PRACTICE WATER PRICING

After much modelling and community consultation the Council’s new Water Pricing Policy will be
introduced for 2006/07. The Policy is based largely on a user pays system with the aim of using pricing
signals to reduce demand.
The Council continues to question the NSW Government for the need for such rigorous pricing signals and
the costs associated with its management.
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DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY

The past twelve months has seen continued high levels of mainly residential development throughout the
Shire. During 2005/2006 133 new houses, 45 subdivisions, and 34 new commercial developments were
approved.
The total number of new dwelling approvals was slightly lower than the total approvals for the previous year.
Similarly, development approvals values for 2005/2006 were $33.78m compared to $36.5m in 2004/05.
All approvals have been issued in reduced times despite reduced staff levels.
The down side of this level of activity is that it has impacted upon the Council’s ability to complete
discretionary tasks.

I thank the Council and Council staff for their co-operation and efforts throughout the past 18 months, and I
trust that this can continue.
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The Year in Review
JULY

•

The Council sought Special Leave to Appeal to High Court regarding the Jason Ballerini Public
Liability Case. This request was declined and the matter has been concluded, with the Council held to
be largely responsible for Mr Ballerini’s damages.

•

The Council launched its new Economic Development Strategy. This is the second strategy the Council
has developed and outlines the Council’s priority activities in terms of the four key response areas of
Strategic Land Use, Building Business, Promoting Investment and Labour Attraction & Retention.

AUGUST

•

Mr Eric Dean and Mr Norm Purtill from Finley Chamber of Commerce, the Mayor and the Council’s
General Manager visited Wellington and Junee Gaols to explore issues and opportunities that could arise
if a prison was established in Finley. The tour was a worthwhile exercise and provided a great insight
into the proposal from both a community and a prison operator’s perspective. The tour was undertaken as
a result of a call for Expressions of Interest from the NSW Government for the siting of a new gaol
facility.

•

After being elected as a Councillor in November 1999, Cr Greg Ryan resigned from the Council.

SEPTEMBER

•

Cr John Bruce was re-elected as Mayor of Berrigan Shire Council for another 12 months at the Mayoral
Election held in September. Cr Fred Cuthbert was also re-elected as Deputy Mayor in a three-way
contest with Crs Hawkins and McGee.

•

The Young Achievement Australia Company sponsored by Berrigan Shire Council, BlitzYA, attended
the Victorian State Trade Expo at the Melbourne Exhibition and Convention Centre. In addition to the
extensive positive feedback the team received, BlitzYA received first place for Quality Customer Service
and was recognised as the Best Secondary Team at the Trade Expo.

OCTOBER

•

Works commenced on the construction of a new 4ML potable water storage reservoir in Hennessey
Street Tocumwal. It is anticipated that the facility will increase water pressure within the reticulated
system and cater for the ongoing growth of the town.

•

The Directors of Technical and Corporate Services, together with the Mayor journeyed to Sydney to
meet the Minister for Utilities Carl Scully to discuss town and country water and sewerage subsidies.
While in Sydney, the team also took the opportunity to discuss the water pricing policy and received a
good hearing.

•

Cr. Alyson Webster was appointed as a new Councillor following the resignation of Cr. Greg Ryan in
August.

NOVEMBER

•

The Annual Alexander Garden Competition was held throughout the towns within the Shire. There
were many beautiful gardens and the judges made the following selection of the “Best Garden as Viewed
from the Roadway” in each town:
o Barooga – Mr & Mrs DL Woods, 64-68 Vermont Street
o Berrigan – Mr & Mrs BH Woodcraft, 61 Barooga Street
o Finley – Mrs N Singleton, 79-81 Tongs Street
o Tocumwal – Mr & Mrs NI Bell, “River Park”, 1 Clement Court
The Best Overall Garden was judged to be Mr and Mrs NI Bell’s garden in Tocumwal.
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•

The Council sold Nariel Farm at Finley. The farm had previously been used for council operations.

•

The Young Achievement Australia Company sponsored by Berrigan Shire Council, BlitzYA, was
recognised at the Victorian State Awards as Victorian Secondary Company of the Year and Victorian
Regional Company of the Year. The company had an extremely successful year, selling a total of 800
sets of “HelpYA” cards (the product they developed) and returning a healthy dividend to their
shareholders.

DECEMBER

•

Berrigan Shire Councillors enjoyed attending local school presentation nights. These are very positive
events and it is amazing the talents that some of our young people have. The Council participated in the
presentations making the following awards:
o St Columba’s School Outstanding Leadership Award – Ricki-Lee Casey
o Barooga Public School Outstanding Leadership Award – Thomas Currie
o St Josephs Convent Outstanding Leadership Award – Jackie McGrath
o Tocumwal Public School Outstanding Leadership Award – Thorry Heaney
o Finley Public School Outstanding Leadership Award – Jordan Daniel
o Tocumwal Sacred Heart Primary School Outstanding Leadership Award – Alex Wooden
o Berrigan Public School Outstanding Leadership Award – Stephanie Reynoldson
o Cobram Secondary College JT Rossiter Memorial Award for Citizenship – Lilli Nonneman
o Finley High School Service Above Self Award – Andrew Maslen.

•

Berrigan Shire Library Service joined other libraries across NSW in providing entertaining and
interactive holiday activities for 6-14 year olds. Australian author Jackie French launched the program
which featured posters, stickers and bookmarks for the “Read Around Oz – Summer Reading Club”.

JANUARY

•

This year’s Australia Day Celebrations were held in Finley. The Australia Day Ambassador was Susie
Balogh, clay target shooting gold medallist at the Athens Olympics. This year’s winners of the Australia
Day Awards was as follows:
o Citizen of the Year 2006 – Norma McMurray
o Young Citizen of the Year 2006 – Ashley Braybon
o Sportsperson of the Year 2006 – Terry Vogel
o Junior Sportsperson of the Year 2006 – Ben Way
o Team of the Year 2006 – Berrigan Agricultural Youth Team

FEBRUARY

•

The Council resolved to prepare a Strategic Plan for the Tocumwal Aerodrome. The Strategic Plan
will establish a base-line budget for the maintenance of the aerodrome in its current configuration,
provide an alternative use and configuration cost/benefit analysis, and determine an appropriate level of
user’s fees.

MARCH

•

On the 11th of March the Council celebrated the Centenary of Berrigan Shire. The occasion was an
opportunity to reflect on the past 100 years of Local Government, and a reminder that we are extremely
fortunate to live and work in a Shire that provides such opportunity and lifestyle.
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APRIL

•

The Council held its 7th Annual Business and Environment Awards at the Barooga Sports Club. The
night was a great success and highlighted the diversity and success of our local youth, businesses,
environmental groups and farmers. Congratulation to the winners:
o Workplacement Student of the Year – Alister Cuthbert
o Employee of the Year – Anne Nevins
o Businessperson of the Year – Kim Sanderson
o Environment Award – Chris Stillard
o Business of the Year – Supa IGA Finley

•

Youth Week Activities were held at Finley High School with the theme for the event being “People
Through Time”. The day featured a “Battle of the Bands”, “3 minutes of fame” and two guest speakers –
Steve Bowen, motivational speaker and athlete; and Hamish Crittenden, a local survivor of the Boxing
Day Tsunami. Berrigan Shire Council contributed $1,000 to the day and helped the School to secure
$2,000 from the State Government.

•

An alliance was formed with Moira Shire Council for the removal of the Old Cobram Barooga Bridge.
The Councils are pushing for the demolition of the bridge as they believe that it is in such poor condition
that, not only will it require significant ongoing maintenance and create ongoing public liability
exposure, but that it will divert significant bridge maintenance funds from other timber bridges that have
a transport role.

•

Berrigan Shire Council coordinated an energy and water efficiency program that was accredited with
the NSW Government’s Greenhouse Gas Abatement Certificate Scheme. The program enabled local
residents to receive a AAA rated showerhead and six energy saving lightbulbs.

MAY

•

The Council adopted its 2006/07 Management Plan. The Management Plan contains an ordinary rates
increase of 5.6%; consisting of the 3.6% maximum permissible amount allowed by the Minister for
Local Government, and a 2.0% increase to raise funds for specific risk management works. The
Management Plan sets out the activities that the Council will undertake in 2006/07 financial year
including capital works, the Council’s Corporate Plan and a comprehensive budget.

•

The Council’s Home and Community Care Service relocated from Denison Street, Finley to the Finley
Community Health Centre. This relocation means that the service is now co-located with other health
services, improving access to, and the integration of health service delivery within the community.

•

The Council adopted a Guarantee of Service which sets out the service standards for some of the
Council’s most frequently used services. Covering face-to-face interactions, telephone calls and written
correspondence, the statement also includes sections on after hours emergencies, how to make a
comment or complaint, and the Council’s expectations of its customers.

•

An auction for the latest release of the Finley St subdivision in Finley took place. Four lots were sold on
the day with the remaining lots being listed with local agents. A total of 7 lots have now been sold.

JUNE

•

The third annual Local Employment Expo was held at Finley High School. The project aims to promote
the career options available locally and “link local kids to local jobs”. This is a highly successful project
carried out as part of the Council’s Economic Development activities.

•

The New Cobram Barooga Bridge was officially opened by the NSW Parliamentary Secretary for
Roads, Matt Brown and Victorian Minister for Transport, Peter Batchelor. This $12 million bridge was
jointly funded by the NSW and Victorian Governments and is a great reward for the efforts of the
Berrigan and Moira Shires, and the communities of Cobram and Barooga.
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•

The Council established a working party with Moira Shire to lobby the Federal Government for
additional funding to allow for the completion of the Strathmerton Deviation. The Councils are
extremely concerned that fatalities continue to occur at the “Tocumwal Bends” and that this would be
best remedied in the long term by the completion of the Deviation.

•

Implementation of the Council’s Rural Addressing Scheme for all rural properties within Berrigan
Shire was completed. The Rural Addressing Scheme will help emergency services identify and easily
locate rural residential properties in an emergency situation. A total of 897 properties have been sign
posted and mapped as part of the project.

•

The Council adopted a draft Water Demand Management Plan which has been prepared as part of the
Council’s endeavour to achieve Best Practice for its water supply operations, and reduce the
consumption of this precious resource while improving the efficiency of its operations.
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Your Councillors

CR JOHN BRUCE

CR FRED CUTHBERT

Mayor
Snell Rd, Barooga 3644
Ph: 03 5873 4814; Fax: 03 5873 4815
Elected: 14 February 1998

Deputy Mayor
28-32 Riverina Hwy, Finley 2713
Ph: 03 5883 1084; Fax: 03 5883 1978
Elected: 27 September 1983

CR BERNARD CURTIN

CR JENNIFER HAWKINS

CR VIV MCGEE

26 Chanter St, Berrigan 2712
Ph: 03 5885 2060; Fax:03 5885 2076
Elected: 27 March 2004

“Springfield”, Springfield Rd, Finley 2713
Ph: 03 5883 9423; Fax: 03 5883 9445
Elected: 27 March 2004

PO Box 47, Berrigan 2712
Ph: 03 5885 2415; Fax: 03 5885 2917
Elected: 27 March 2004

CR ELIZABETH MCLAURIN

CR ALYSON WEBSTER

CR DEBRA WRIGHT

14 Sugden St, Tocumwal 2714
Ph: 03 5874 2096; Fax: 03 5874 3854
Elected: 11 September 1999

Keamy Ct, Barooga 3644
Ph: 03 5873 4260
Elected: 14 October 2005

81 Murray St, Finley 2713
Ph: 03 5883 3381; Fax: 03 5883 3789
Elected: 27 March 2004
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Berrigan Shire Council Profile
Berrigan Shire Council is a
progressive area located on the Murray
River in the agriculturally rich
southern Riverina of NSW. Covering
2066.6km2, Berrigan Shire has a
population of 8,289 and includes the
towns of Barooga, Berrigan, Finley
and Tocumwal. Finley is the Shire’s
largest town, followed by Tocumwal,
Barooga and Berrigan. Approximately
one-third of the total Shire population
live in the non-town areas of the Shire.

POPULATION BY TOWN
2500

2000

1500

1000

500

Historically, the economy of Berrigan
Shire has been reliant on agriculture,
0
with holdings covering around
Barooga
Berrigan
Finley
T ocumwal
Non-town
200,000 hectares. Of this, irrigation is
Areas
available to 75 per cent of land within
the Shire, with 86 per cent of
properties utilising irrigation for production. Agriculture in Berrigan Shire is diverse with livestock, pasture
crops, grains, oilseeds, vegetables, fruit, wine grapes and dairy products among a range of agricultural
pursuits.
In more recent years, off-farm industries have grown markedly, with a significant base of small and medium
sized manufacturing and processing firms being established in the Shire. These changes have been mirrored
by growth in service related industries, particularly tourism based businesses along the Murray River.
Berrigan Shire offers vibrant communities that have remained healthy despite the changes that have affected
most of regional Australia. Each town has a strong retail and service sector that meets the needs of its local
and visiting population. The Shire also has health and education infrastructure that are the envy of other
areas.
Living in Berrigan Shire is a pleasure. While the cost of living may be relatively low, residents do not forgo
any lifestyle attributes. Residents of Berrigan Shire benefit from a laid-back lifestyle, enjoy the many
recreational pursuits available in the local area and still remain close to regional centres and major cities.
These attributes have led to a situation where all towns within the Shire are experiencing positive residential
growth, with the highest growth rates being experienced in Barooga and Tocumwal. While this speaks well
for the sustainability of the area, it does provide a number of challenges in terms of servicing the social and
infrastructure needs of the community.
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Organisational Profile
HISTORY

Berrigan Shire Council was constituted on 7th of March, 1906 with the initial meeting of the temporary
Council held in the local Court House on 13th of June, 1906. The first meeting of the Council was held on
Friday 30th November, 1906.
TOWNSHIPS

The Shire includes the four townships of Barooga, Berrigan, Finley and Tocumwal.
AREA

2,066.6 square kilometres.
POPULATION

The estimated residential population of Berrigan Shire as at 30th of June 2005 was 8,289 people. The Council
estimates that the population of each of the towns is increasing, while the population of the rural balance is in
decline. Overall the population of the Shire is relatively stable experiencing a slight increase in the last 12
months.
The Council’s estimated town populations as at 30 June 2006 are as follows:
Barooga
1,460
Berrigan
1,015
Finley
2,230
Tocumwal
1,950
The remaining population of approximately 1,635 persons reside in the rural areas of the Shire.
COUNCIL STAFF

The Council is one of the Shire’s major employers and employs the full-time equivalent of 90 staff members.
VALUATION BASE

For the purposes of rating, “land value” may be defined as the value a parcel of land might be expected to
realise if offered for sale, assuming that no improvement had been made (other than land improvements). In
2005/06 the value of rateable property in Berrigan Shire was $295,662,841.
ASSESSMENTS
June 2006

No. of Assessments
June 2005

%
Change

Water

3,494

3,310

5.5%

Sewer

3,085

3,022

2.0%

General (Rateable)

4,526

4,445

1.8%

ROAD LENGTHS

Local Roads
Regional Roads
Total Roads

1,253 km
108 km
1,361 km

(The above total excludes the Riverina & Newell Highways (90km within Berrigan Shire), of which the Council has full financial
responsibility for the outside trafficable improved pavement lanes of 6km of road.)
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Organisational Structure
GENERAL MANAGER
Rowan Perkins

ORGANISATIONAL &
ECONOMIC DVPT
Melissa Tooke

EXECUTIVE SUPPORT
Alva Spence

ECONOMIC DVPT
OFFICER
Kelly Dal Broi

DIR CORPORATE
SERVICES
Matt Hansen

ADMINISTRATION
OFFICER
Belinda Whitty

SALEYARDS MANAGER
Neil Johns
.5 EFT

DIR TECHNICAL
SERVICES
Fred Exton

TRAINEE
Melissa Arnold

EXECUTIVE SUPPORT
Julie Hopkins

DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER
Wayne Chisholm

LIBRARY MANAGER
Anne Nevins
1.3 EFT

Senior Admin Officer

FINANCE MANAGER
Angela Slater

Building Surveyor

Storeperson

Town Planner

Payroll Officer

Enviro Liaison Officer

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER
Graham Henderson
3 EFT

Accounts Clerk

Information
Technology

Technical Officer
Assets

Finance Officer

Technical Officer
Design

Revenue Officer

Civil Design Officer

Water Revenue
Officer

Assistant Revenue
Officer

EARLY INTERVENTION
Margaret Graham

WORKS ENGINEER
Peter Mitchell
37 EFT

Technical Officer

ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEER
Muneeb Sunna
11 EFT

COMMUNITY SERV.
COORDINATOR
Libby Quick
.5 EFT
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Departmental Responsibility

CORPORATE SERVICES

TECHNICAL SERVICES

Director: Mr Matthew Hansen
Areas of Responsibility:

Director: Mr Fred Exton
Areas of Responsibility:

•

Administration

•

Bush Fire Control

•

Roads

•

Water & Sewerage

•

Finance & Budgets

•

HACC Services

•

Bridges

•

Health Services

•

Rates & Charges

•

Tourism

•

Depot

•

Building Control

•

Land Sales

•

Human Resources

•

Animal Control

•

Waste Control

•

Saleyards

•

Cemeteries

•

Footpaths

•

Town Planning

•

Early Intervention

•

Aerodrome

•

Drainage

•

Council Buildings

•

Public Officer (FOI)

•

Caravan Parks

•

Parks & Gardens

•

Development

•

Community Assistance

•

•

Libraries

Social & Cultural
Planning

•

Swimming Pools
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Representatives on State/Regional Organisations and Council
Committees
COUNCIL COMMITTEES
Committee

Representative

Technical Services

All Councillors with a quorum of 2

Environmental Services

All Councillors with a quorum of 2

Corporate Services

All Councillors with a quorum of 2

Business and Economic Development

Crs. J Bruce, D Wright, J Hawkins, B Curtin with a quorum of 2

Barooga Advancement Group

Crs. J Bruce and A Webster

Finley Community Planning Committee

Crs. F Cuthbert, J Hawkins and D Wright.

Tocumwal Swimming Pool Committee of Management

Cr. E McLaurin

Finley Saleyards Committee

Crs. E McLaurin, J Hawkins and V McGee

Finley Recreation Reserve Committee of Management

Cr. D Wright

Finley Showground and Sporting Complex Committee of
Management

Cr. F Cuthbert

Risk Management Committee

The Mayor

REGIONAL ORGANISATIONS
Organisation

Delegate / Representative

Central Murray County Council (Noxious Plants)

Crs. E McLaurin and V McGee

Central Murray Flood Plain Management Committee

Crs. E McLaurin and the Development Manager

Murray Darling Association

Crs. B Curtin, V McGee and J Hawkins

Rural Fire Service District Liaison Committee

Crs. J Bruce, E McLaurin and the Director of Corporate
Services

South West Arts

Crs. E McLaurin and D Wright

Murray Rivers Crossing Group

Crs. J Bruce and the General Manager

Finley Health Forum

Crs. B Curtin, F Cuthbert and A Webster

Doctor Co-location Working Party

Crs. Curtin and the General Manager

Conduct Committee

The Mayor, General Manager, Gerard McCarthy (Solicitor) and
the Chief Executive Officer of Moira Shire Council

Murray ROC

The Mayor and the General Manager

Murray Valley Community Action Group

Cr. J Hawkins

Old Cobram Barooga Bridge Committee

Cr. J Bruce

Tocumwal Bends

Cr. J Bruce
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Committees of Management
The following Committees of Management operate under Section 355 of the Local Government Act, 1993:
• Australia Day Committee
• Barooga Advancement Group
• Barooga Community Botanical Gardens Committee
• Barooga Friends of the Library
• Barooga Recreation Reserve
• Berrigan Conservation & Tidy Towns
• Berrigan Shire Heritage Committee
• Berrigan Sportsground Committee
• Berrigan War Memorial Hall
• Berrigan War Memorial Swimming Pool
• Berriquin Community Toy Library
• Boomanoomana Landcare Committee
• Finley and District Historical Museum
• Finley Community Help Group
• Finley Pioneer Rail Committee
• Finley Railway Park
• Finley Recreation Reserve Committee of Management
• Finley Saleyards Committee
• Finley Showground Sporting Complex Committee
• Finley Tidy Towns
• Finley War Memorial Hall & School of Arts
• Finley War Memorial Swimming Pool
• Fullers Road Landcare
• Mary Lawson Wayside Rest Committee
• Native Dog Landcare Group
• Retreat Public Hall
• Tocumwal Foreshore
• Tocumwal Friends of the Library Group
• Tocumwal Historic Aerodrome Museum
• Tocumwal Rail Preservation Committee
• Tocumwal Recreation Reserve Committee
• Tocumwal Swimming Pool Committee
• Tocumwal War Memorial Hall
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Community Financial Report
The Community Financial Report is designed to interpret and explain the Council’s financial position to
interested parties, including the general community in an easy to understand format. It is a summary only,
more detailed information can be found in the Council’s Audited Financial Statements.
In the 2005/06 Financial Year, the Council was required to bring to account the damages awarded against it
in the Ballerini case, and the corresponding reimbursement from the HIH rescue fund (further information on
this case is available elsewhere in the report). These transactions were quite large relative to the Council’s
normal operations, and not in the Council’s ordinary course of business and including these transactions
makes comparisons across years quite difficult. To remedy this, the figures used in the community report
often remove the effect of these transactions. All instances where this has occurred have been marked.
The effect of removing these transactions is as follows:
• Current Assets – reduced by $5.205 million
• Current Liabilities – reduced by $5.205 million
• Revenue – reduced by $5.205 million
• Expenses – reduced by $5.205 million
The move to the new International Financial Reporting Standards has also had some effect on the Council’s
financial position, in particular the recognition and treatment of provisions relating to landfill and quarry
remediation and employee leave entitlements. The effect is only minor (details of these changes are shown in
Note 21 of the Annual Financial Statements).

Income Statement
The Income Statement measures how the Council performed in relation to operating capability during the
financial year, and is measured in the following manner:
2005/06 Result1

2005/06 Result
Total revenue (funds received)

$19.9 m

$14.8 m

Less total expenses (funds spent)

$17.5 m

$12.5 m

$2.3 m

$2.3 m

Surplus (funds remaining for future projects)
1

Excludes revenue and expenses associated with the Ballerini court case.

COMPARATIVE TREND ANALYSIS
2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/062

Revenue

$11.7 m

$13.2 m

$13.9 m

$13.6 m

$14.8 m

Expenditure

$10.0 m

$10.4 m

$10.7 m

$11.6 m

$12.5 m

$1.7 m

$2.8 m

$1.4 m3

$2.0 m

$2.3 m

Surplus
2
3

Figures do not include revenue and expenses associated with the Ballerini court case.
Includes correction of a $1.8m fundamental error.

These figures demonstrate that Berrigan Shire Council has been able to provide increasing services to the
community while maintaining a surplus of funds from our yearly operations. This scenario will ensure the
long-term financial sustainability of the Council.
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TOTAL REVENUE - WHERE DID THE MONEY COME FROM?

Operating grants &
contributions
28%

General rates
21%

Water charges
13%
Capital
contributions &
subsidies
9%

Sewerage charges
7%
Fees and charges
Interest
8%
4%
Garbage charges
Other
3%
4%
Developer
contributions
0.5%

General rates provide
21% of the Council’s
revenue, with total rates
and charges contributing
44% of revenue. The
balance is made up of user
charges, government
grants and developer
contributions – the largest
item being operating
grants and contributions
(28%) which is the single
most important source of
revenue.
* Figures do not include
revenue associated with
the Ballerini court case.

TOTAL EXPENSES – HOW WAS THE MONEY SPENT?
Other
operating
expenses, 11%

Depreciation,
28%

Borrowing
costs, 2.3%

Employee costs make up the largest component of
Council expenditure at 39% with 28% constituting
depreciation.
The Council spends 2.3% of its income on
repaying interest from borrowings.
* Figures do not include expenses associated with
the Ballerini court case.

Materials &
contracts, 19%

Employee
costs, 39%
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Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet measures what the Council owns and owes to relevant stakeholders at the end of the
financial year. The result of these two components determines the net wealth of the Council, which is the net
wealth of the community.

Assets (what the community owns)

2005/06 Result

2005/06 Result1

$146.3 m

$141.1 m

$8.8 m

$3.6 m

$137.5 m

$137.5 m

Less liabilities (what the community owes)
Equity (community wealth)
1

Excludes assets and liabilities associated with the Ballerini court case.

COMPARATIVE TREND ANALYSIS

Assets
Less liability
Equity
2

2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/062

$75.9 m

$78.2 m

$78.6 m

$84.8 m

$141.1 m

$5.8 m

$5.2 m

$4.3 m

$4.3 m

$3.6 m

$70.1 m

$72.9 m

$74.3 m

$80.5 m

$137.5 m

Excludes assets and liabilities associated with the Ballerini court case. The large increase in assets is as a result of the revaluation
of the Council’s road network.

There continues to be a reduction in the Council’s liabilities (what it owes) as loans continue to be repaid. In
addition, the Council continues to invest in new assets such as roads, water, sewerage, and stormwater
management infrastructure. The large increase in assets ($54.6m of the total $56.5m increase) relates to the
revaluation of the Council’s road network and recognises that the Council previously underestimated the
value of its road assets. The reduction in liabilities combined with an increase in assets reflects an increase in
equity, or community wealth.
WHAT DO OUR ASSETS CONSIST OF?
Property plant and equipment includes the Council’s
infrastructure such as roads, water supply, sewerage mains and
treatment, and stormwater and drainage infrastructure. It also
includes buildings owned by the Council, trucks and heavy
machinery, and office equipment.

Property,
Plant &
Equipment
91%

Property Plant & Equipment:
Roads
Water Supply
Buildings, Land & Improvements
Sewerage
Stormwater
Plant & Equipment
Other Assets

Total Value – $128.1 m
66.9%
10.8%
8.2%
6.1%
2.8%
2.6%
2.5%

Cash assets include the Council’s bank deposits, term
deposits, managed funds and other cash holdings held for
future use.
Receivables are the funds owed to the Council by other
parties, including ratepayers, government departments and
other organisations.
Cash Assets
8%
Receivables
Inventories
0.6%
0.4%

Inventories include the goods held by the Council for use in
its operations such as fuel, gravel, pipes and the like.
Other
0.1%

* These figures exclude assets associated with the Ballerini
court case.
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WHAT DO OUR LIABILITIES CONSIST OF?
Provisions
42%

Payables
30%

Provisions cover the amounts put aside by the Council for future
commitments such as employee entitlements (annual leave, etc)
and remediation of the Council’s tips and quarries.

Loans
27%

Loans include those amounts borrowed by the Council to fund
investments in community assets.
Payables are amounts that the Council owes other parties and
including government departments and suppliers. It also
accounts for rates and charges paid in advance.
* This graph excludes loans associated with the Ballerini court
case.

How Healthy is Council’s Liquidity?
Another important indication in determining the financial health of an organisation is to measure its ability to
meet commitments when they fall due. This indicator is commonly known as the working capital ratio and
examines the value between short-term assets and liabilities. A result better than a one-to-one ratio reflects a
strong ability by an organisation to have sufficient funds to continue to maintain its cash flows and hence
meet its commitments.
HOW HEALTHY IS THE COUNCIL’S
LIQUIDITY?
6.00

The liquidity ratio indicates that the
Council has the ability to pay its debts as
and when they fall due The stability of the
ratio indicates the strength of the Council's
position and is consistent with the strong
liquidity position of prior years.

Debt Ratio

5.00
4.00
3.00

The small decline in the ratio during
2005/06 relates to a change in the treatment
of Council’s employee leave provisions.

2.00
1.00
0.00
2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

*Excludes the impact of the $5m advance
from NSW Treasury for damages in the
Ballerini case and the $5m that will be
received as part of the HIH rescue package.
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What is Council’s Debt Strategy?
Berrigan Shire Council is required to effectively manage its level of debt while allowing for efficient use of
loan funds where appropriate. To do this the Council has developed a debt strategy. In broad terms, the
strategy allows borrowing in areas that create a financial return on the assets Council invests in – such as
water supply, sewerage and property development. The strategy discourages borrowing for those activities
where a financial return is not possible or desired, including road construction, offices, libraries and sporting
facilities. The strategy allows the Council sufficient flexibility to borrow funds in these areas if necessary.
The following reflects the Council’s total outstanding debt over the past five years, and the commitment to
manage debt matched against a capital works expenditure program.
DEBT VS CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
$6,000,000

$5,000,000
$4,000,000
Outstanding Debt

$3,000,000

Capital Expenditure
$2,000,000

$1,000,000
$2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

* The above graph does not include the debts or expenditure relating the Ballerini court case.

The Council has been able to maintain its capital expenditure while continuing to repay loans. This means
that the Council is in a position to borrow funds in 2006/07 for the construction of a new water reservoir in
Finley.
$500

DEBT PER CAPITA

$400

The debt per capita ratio shows how much debt
is shared by the Shire’s residents on a per capita
basis. Council’s debt per capita ratio has fallen
from $453 to $119 over the five year period.
These figures do not include the loan incurred to
fund damages associated with the Ballerini court
case. If these were to be included debt per capita
would increase to $743.

$300
$200
$100
$0
2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06
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6%

PERCENTAGE OF ASSETS FUNDED BY
DEBT
This ratio demonstrates the percentage of
Council revenue required to service the debts
carried by Council. This ratio has continued to
decrease in 2005/06 and indicates that 0.7% of
Council's revenue is consumed servicing debt.
The ratio indicates that the Council maintains a
moderate, but decreasing, level of borrowings.

4%

2%

0%
2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

Assets or loans incurred as a result of the
Ballerini court case have been excluded.

12%

PERCENTAGE OF REVENUE REQUIRED TO
FUND DEBT REPAYMENTS

9%

Council has also decreased the percentage of its
revenue base used to service debt to 6.8%. If the
costs associated with the Ballerini case are
included the debt service ratio increases to 8.1%.
This reflects the additional $22,500 per month
interest cost to the Council of borrowing funds to
pay damages awarded as part of the Ballerini
case.

6%

3%

0%
2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

Statement of Cash Flows
This statement identifies how the Council received and spent our money during the year, resulting in what
cash is available at the end of the year.
2005/06 Results
Opening balance

$6.1 m

Plus cash received

$22.6 m

Less cash spent

$24.5 m

Cash available at year end

$4.2 m

Investments (term deposits, managed funds etc.)

$7.3 m

Total cash and investments

Net cash received from day to day trading
operations
New loans

While the current cash and investments balance
is $11.5m, it is important to note that $8.4m is
restricted for specific purposes, such as future
capital works.

$11.5 m

2004/05

2005/06

$5.2 m

$0.3 m

-

$5.2 m

Purchase of assets (net)

$4.2 m

$3.9 m

Repayment of debts

$0.7 m

$0.7 m

The Council began the financial year with a
balance of $10.3m in cash and investments and
ended the year with a total of $11.5m. Looking
forward, the Council’s short and long term cash
flows indicate that sufficient cash is available to
meet recurring activities and capital expenditure.
These figures include amounts borrowed and
paid as a result of the Ballerini court case.
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$14,000,000

CASH & INVESTMENT BALANCE
ANALYSIS

$12,000,000

The Council’s cash position continues to
increase. There are some large projects in
2006/07 that will require some of this cash
to be expended including a new library in
Berrigan and improved stormwater
management in Tocumwal.

$10,000,000
$8,000,000
$6,000,000
$4,000,000
$2,000,000
$2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

Statement of Changes in Equity
This statement measures the change in the Council’s net wealth and considers such items as retained
earnings, re-valuations of the asset base and reserves held for future capital works.
ANALYSIS OF COMMUNITY WEALTH
FOR LAST FIVE YEARS

$140,000,000
$120,000,000

The community ownership in the
infrastructure and services the Council
provides is growing steadily. A portion of
the community wealth is cash-backed by an
appropriate level of reserves held to plan
for future projects, which, with financial
planning, can place less reliance on loan
borrowing in meeting the needs of the
community.

$100,000,000
$80,000,000
$60,000,000
$40,000,000
$20,000,000
$2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

The large increase in community wealth in
2006 relates to the revaluation of the
Council’s roads. The value of these roads
was previously underestimated.

Summary
The Council, notwithstanding the effects of the Ballerini court case, continues to be in a strong operating
position with adequate reserves. With the Shire continuing to grow, increasing demand for and utilisation of
the Council’s assets and services, the challenge remains to maintain and improve these assets and services
while retaining a strong financial position and minimising increases to rates and charges.
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Corporate Services
Finance
Finance Report
2005/06 has been a year of consolidation rather than new initiatives for the Council’s Finance section. Over
the course of the year there have been a number of key challenges and achievements including:
ACHIEVEMENTS:

•

Operating Surplus – The Council has once again achieved a operating surplus, although it was higher
than expected primarily due to several extraordinary items including increased Roads to Recovery Grant
funds that were announced in the Federal Budget, and redeemed accumulated interest on the Council’s
managed investments.

•

Recovery of Outstanding Rates & Charges – Despite the ongoing drought conditions the proportion of
outstanding rates and annual charges has remained fairly stable. In the last 12 months there was no land
sold for unpaid rates.

•

Asset Management –The Council’s road network has been linked to the asset management module
available through Practical Computer Systems. This has resulted in a revaluation of Council’s road
assets, which although having a significant impact on this year’s financial statements, will lead to the
improved reporting on road assets in the future. A process to revalue Council’s water, sewer, stormwater
and drainage assets has been commenced and will be continued in 2006/07.

•

Electronic Supplier Payments – The migration to electronic payments has commenced and is working
efficiently. The change is being well supported by the Council’s suppliers and is yielding positive
benefits to both suppliers and the Council.

•

Debtor Payment Options – The Council has continued to increase payment options for rates and
debtors including expanded BPay options, the introduction of EFTPOS and credit card payments, the use
of Bill-Express services, and continued internet payment options through the Council’s website. These
systems make it easier for the Council’s customers to manage their payments at a time and location
convenient to them.

•

Internal Loan – An internal loan has been financed from the sewer fund so that essential stormwater
works in Barooga can be undertaken. Using an internal loan to fund these works provides an efficient use
of funds for the Council. The loan will be repaid through a new stormwater charge, general rates and
developer contributions.

•

Finance Software – 2005/06 was the Council’s third full year using the Practical Computer System.
Operations are continuing to be streamlined and new modules are being brought online as required.

•

Information Technology – The Council has successfully replaced its main server and moved from a
Netware to a Windows system.

CHALLENGES:

•

Staffing – During 2005/06 there have been significant changes to staffing within the section, with
changes to the Director of Corporate Services and Finance Manager positions, and two staff members
taking maternity leave. A Water Revenue Officer has also been appointed to undertake additional work
resulting from the new water pricing policy.

•

New Water Pricing Policy – Rates Department staff have worked hard throughout the year to develop
and implement a new water charge system that meets the State Government’s Management Guidelines
for Water Supply. Meeting these guidelines has required a move from annual to quarterly meter readings
and the employment of a Water Revenue Officer to carry out the associated tasks.
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•

Stormwater Charge – In order to carry out essential stormwater work, the Council made a request to
the Department of Local Government in 2004/05 to implement a stormwater charge through a special
rate variation. This request was denied with all councils given the option to adopt a stormwater service
charge from 2006/07.

•

Separation of Land and Water – Preliminary work to help with the migration to a new rating model
resulting from the separation of land and water has commenced. The new model will be adopted in
2006/07 for use in setting the general rate for 2007/08.

•

Pensioner Rebates – Under Section 575 of the Local Government Act 1993, the Council must provide
eligible pensioners with a reduction in rates and charges. With only 50% of the reduction being
reimbursed by the State Government the rebate scheme continues to impose a significant financial
burden on the Council. The cost to the Council of this program in 2005/06 was in excess of $355,000.

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES - FINANCE
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome / Status

The Council’s cash flows could be better
managed by the implementation of a
monthly rather than annual budgeting
system.

Prepare future budgets on a monthly cash
flow basis.

Æ Carried forward

Report financial results to Councillors in
a concise and easily understandable form.

Report to Councillors using the
financially sustainable health check
format.

Æ Carried forward

The Council’s Finance Computer
Software provider, Practical, will be
releasing a new monthly budgeting tool
in 2006/07. This tool will be assessed in
due course, and if appropriate will be
used to implement a monthly budgeting
system.

Changes have been made to simplify how
financial results are reported to
Councillors on a monthly basis including
the introduction of a cash position graph.
Reports are not yet being prepared using
the financially sustainable health check
format as this requires the Council’s asset
register to have been completed. Work to
complete the asset register is ongoing.

Decision making could be improved
through consideration of all issues in a
way that allows for coordination of
priorities and consideration of financing
options.

Prepare and adopt a long term strategic
plan, including financial plan, for the
Council’s areas of responsibility.

Æ Carried forward
Limited staff resources have prevented
the commencement of this activity. While
it is proposed to transfer this to the
2006/07 Corporate Plan it is likely that
external resources may be required to
drive this item due to its complexity and
scope. Plan development will rely upon
asset management systems which are not
yet completed.
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Contracts in Excess of $150,000
During the year the Council entered into a number of contracts which had a value in excess of $150,000:
Contractor Name

Nature of Goods or Services

Contract Type

Total Payable

MacDonald Johnston

Streetsweeper

Lump sum

$278,290

PMT Engineering

Finley Water Tower

Lump sum

$1,107,623

ReCivil P/L

Insitu Pavement Stabilisation

Schedule of rates

$260,059

Rates and amounts written off during 2005/06
Section 607 of the Local Government Act, 1993 and Local Government (Rates and Charges) Regulation
1993 (Clause 11, Paragraphs 17,845 - 17,855) lists the various circumstances under which either the General
Manager or the Council can endorse the writing off of rates and charges, either by a written order of the
General Manager, and/or the resolution of the Council. These write offs include small balances that are
deemed to be economically unviable to recover. Rates and amounts written off during 2005/06 are as
follows:
Charge

Value

Ordinary Rates

$3,294.74

Water Charges & Excess Water Charges

$2,981.39

Sewer / Pedestal Charges

$706.23

Garbage / Domestic Waste Charges

$226.58

Interest / Legal / Other Charges / Small Balances

$2,022.50

TOTAL RATES & CHARGES

$9,231.44

Councillor Fees, Expenses and Facilities
The Council, pursuant to Sections 248 and 249 of the Local Government Act 1993, is required to pay annual
fees to the Mayor and Councillors. The level of the fee is determined by the Council in accordance with the
determination of the Local Government Remuneration Tribunal. In 2005/06 the total amount of money
expended during the year on mayoral and councillor fees was as follows:
MAYOR AND COUNCILLOR FEES
Fee
Mayoral Fee

Value
*

$10,866
**

Provision of Mayoral Vehicle

$13,832

Councillor Fees

$52,413

TOTAL

$77,111

*
**

The Mayoral fee is paid in addition to the Councillor’s fee.
The Mayor contributed $2,600 towards the cost of the Mayor’s vehicle.

Under Section 252 of the Local Government Act 1993, the Council is required to have a policy concerning
the payment of expenses incurred or to be incurred by, and the provision of facilities to, the Mayor, Deputy
Mayor and other Councillors in relation to discharging the functions of civic office. During 2005/06 the total
amount expended was as follows:
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COUNCILLOR FEES AND EXPENSES
Fee / Expense

Value

Travel, Accommodation & Seminar / Conference Fees

$26,015

Training & Accommodation Expenses

$10,758

Meals & Sustenance

$4,535

Legal Expenses

-

Printing & Stationery

$2,892

Subscriptions

$2,816

Telephone

$2,901

Miscellaneous

$158

Insurance

$1,700

TOTAL

$51,775

A copy of the Council’s policy for the payment of expenses and the provision of facilities for 2005/06 has
been attached as Appendix 1.

Senior Staff
The Council employs one Senior Staff member on a performance based contract, being its General Manager.
The total amount payable under this contract in 2005/06 was $150,712.93, including fringe benefits,
employment on-costs and business and private vehicle use.
Package Component

Value

Total value of salary component of the package

$73,628.00

Total amount of any bonus payments, performance or other payments that do not form part of the
salary component

$12,000.00

Total payable superannuation (salary sacrifice and employers contribution)

$23,947.00

Total value of non-cash benefits

$21,642.38

Total payable fringe benefits tax for non-cash benefits

$19,495.55

TOTAL VALUE OF CONTRACT

$150,712.93

Donations and Grants
Under Section 356 of the Local Government Act 1993, a Council may, in accordance with a resolution of the
Council, contribute money or otherwise grant financial assistance to persons / organisations for the purpose
of exercising its functions. In 2005/2006 Berrigan Shire Council made the following contributions under
Section 356 of the Act:
Beneficiary
Barooga Accommodation Group
Berrigan Caravan Park
Berrigan Golf Club – Plaque
Berrigan Tennis Club

Grant Paid
$33,000
$3,439
$600
$1,689
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Building / Development Application Fees – Community Groups

$610

Club Barooga

$5,690

Cobram Foodbank

$4,500

Forests NSW – Footbridge
Murray Valley Rural Industries Assistance Group Inc.
NSW Sport and Recreation Conference – Tocumwal
Nursing Scholarship

$158
$10,000
$1,000
$10,000

Royal Flying Doctor Service

$100

Southern Riverina Gallery – Youth Exhibition

$300

Southern Riverina Rural Advisory Service Inc.

$10,000

Sportavia – Hang Gliding Competition
Sporting and Other Events Policy Donations
TAFE NSW – Outstanding Student Award
Tocumwal on the Murray
Tocumwal on the Murray Magnets
TOTAL

$909
$1,200
$100
$72,650
$111
$156,056

In addition to the above contributions, the Council also provided assistance to the following Council
Committees of Management as defined under Section 355 of the Local Government Act:
Committee
Berrigan War Memorial Hall
Finley War Memorial Hall
Tocumwal War Memorial Hall

Contribution
$12,253
$0
$8,635

Berrigan War Memorial Swimming Pool

$24,000

Finley War Memorial Swimming Pool

$24,000

Barooga Recreation Reserve

$12,580

Tocumwal Swimming Pool

$24,000

Berrigan Sportsground Committee

$12,344

Finley Recreation Reserve

$12,780

Finley Showground & Sporting Complex

$15,860

Tocumwal Recreation Reserve

$12,667

Finley Tidy Towns
Berrigan Conservation & Tidy Towns Group
Tocumwal Aerodrome
Retreat Hall
TOTAL

$350
$0
$9,230
$718
$169,417
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Land Sales
In the interests of promoting continued economic growth and development, the Council periodically
develops and sells freehold land for both industrial and residential purposes. The Council carefully manages
and releases developed land in a manner that encourages and promotes private development of a suitable
standard. In general, the Council places proceeds from developed real estate sales into a reserve to fund
future land development, making the Council’s land development activities self-funding.
In 2005/06 one lot was sold in the Wise Court, Tocumwal industrial subdivision and 5 lots were developed
and sold at the industrial development at the Tocumwal Aerodrome. In addition the Council completed a 17
lot residential subdivision including parkland at Malone Mews, Finley. Ten lots were auctioned on 13 May
2006, resulting in four sales. The remaining lots have been listed with local agents. During the year Nariel
Farm, Finley was also sold. This land had been purchased in anticipation of being used as part of the Finley
Sewerage System but due to the implementation of a recycling scheme was no longer required.
Financial information on the sales of developed real estate is provided in Note 5 of the 2005/06 Audited
Financial Statements.

Condition of Public Works & Buildings
Under Section 428(2)(d) of the Local Government Act 1993, the Council is required to provide a report in
the condition of public works (including public buildings, public roads and water, sewerage and drainage
works) under the control of the Council as at the end of the financial year. The following statement outlines
the estimated cost (at current values) of bringing assets to a satisfactory standard, the estimated annual
expense of maintaining the works at that standard, and the programmed maintenance works undertaken in
2005/06. Additional information is available in Special Schedule 7 of the Audited Financial Statements.
Asset Category

Estimated cost to bring to a
satisfactory standard

Estimated annual
maintenance expense

Program maintenance
works for current year

$000’s

$000’s

$000’s

747

61

64

Roads

2,135

1,570

1,223

Water

1,205

111

111

Sewerage

740

142

142

Drainage Works

280

83

83

5,107

1,967

1,623

Buildings

TOTAL

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES – PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome/Status

Assess the condition of council owned
structures and the effectiveness of the
building maintenance program.

Conduct a review of the 1996 CMM
report.

Æ Carried forward

Reinspect all structures.
Prepare a new report to show the level of
improvement due to the maintenance
program.
Identify further required maintenance
work and an estimate of cost.

General maintenance on buildings is still
progressing as identified and
reinspections of all structures has
commenced.
An assessment of the effectiveness of the
existing maintenance budget and estimate
of ongoing budgetary needs for building
maintenance may be completed in house.
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Administration
Legal Proceedings
The following is a summary of the amounts incurred by the Council during 2005/06 by way of legal
proceedings taken by or against the Council.
JASON BALLERINI PUBLIC LIABILITY CLAIM

During 2005/06 the Council and its enduring insurers continued to defend the claim made against the
Council by Jason Ballerini following a diving incident at Bullanginya Lagoon. The claim against the Council
was successful in the Victorian Supreme Court and also the Victorian Supreme Court of Appeal.
Application was made to the High Court of Australia for special leave for the matter to be heard by that
Court. The application was however declined and the matter is therefore concluded with the Council held to
be largely responsible for Mr Ballerini’s damages.
The Council is seeking to recover monies through the HIH rescue package to recover damages and costs
awarded against the Council in this case. The Council has paid the damages awarded to the plaintiff but at
the end of the reporting period the amount payable for costs was unknown. Since the end of the reporting
period the plaintiff’s costs have been settled at $750,000 and were paid in October 2006. Costs relating to
other parties in the litigation had not been finalised. Council’s legal costs will also be covered by the HIH
rescue package.
A line of credit of $5.2 million from the NSW Treasury at an interest rate of 5.45% has been drawn upon to
fund the settlement. The plaintiffs costs payable will also be drawn from the line of credit.
The interest on the loan is accruing at approximately $22,700 per month.
The administrators of the HIH rescue package are unable to provide Council with any assurance until a claim
has been lodged, but Council’s advice is that its position meets the HIH rescue package criteria. In addition
Council’s lawyers will assist the Council to claim reimbursement from the HIH rescue package for interest
paid on the NSW Treasury advance.
It is unknown when the costs associated with this case will be finalised.
OTHER LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

The Council is involved in a dispute with a resident of the Shire who has initiated proceedings against the
Council to recover damages for the loss of young stock, which the resident alleges, died as a result of the
ingestion of water from an allegedly polluted discharge. Council is responding to the claim. In 2005/06
$12,095 in legal charges were incurred by the Council in defending this claim.
During the year the Council commenced proceedings against 78 assessments for unpaid rates and charges at
a total cost of $39,825.25. Collection procedures are in place for the recovery of all monies, with both
outstanding debts and the legal costs being recoverable under the Local Government Act 1993. It is the
Council’s policy that recovery proceedings for unpaid rates and charges may be deferred until the
outstanding debt reaches $300.00.

External bodies exercising functions delegated by the Council
The Council does not delegate any functions to external bodies.
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Interest in Companies
The Council did not have a controlling interest in any companies during the reporting period.

Partnerships, Co-operatives or Other Joint Ventures
The Council is a shareholder in the Strategic Purchasing Scheme which is a co-operative purchasing
organisation that aims to provide high quality goods and services at the most competitive price to the
Council.
The National Saleyards Quality Assurance Ltd. is a company of which the Council is a shareholder. The
company aims to provide assistance to the owners of saleyards in implementing quality assurance principles
in the operation of saleyards.
The Council is also a shareholder of Murray Irrigation Limited which is the irrigation water supply authority
for the area in southern NSW bounded by Mulwala to the east and Moulamein to the west.
The Council is a member of Statecover Mutual and Statewide Mutual. These organisations provide
Workcover and other general insurance respectively to member councils.
The Council is a member of Murray ROC (Murray Regional Organisation of Councils) which is a regional
organisation of Councils that provides lobbying on regional issues and aims to eliminate duplication amongst
the member Councils.
The Council is a member of the Local Government and Shires Association of NSW (LGSA) which
represents the views of councils by presenting councils views to governments, promoting local government
to the community, and providing specialist advice and services.

Business Activities
The Council has not identified any Category 1 businesses as defined by the Department of Local
Government’s Pricing and Costing for Council Businesses – A Guide to Competitive Neutrality (1997). The
Council has however identified the following activities as Category 2 business activities:
• Water Service
• Sewerage Service
• Finley Saleyards
Despite being identified as Category 2 businesses, the Council’s water and sewer services meet all reporting
and competitive neutrality requirements for Category 1 business activities. Neither service has adopted the
“corporatisation model” as they have been recognised as Category 2 businesses by the Council. In 2005/06
the turnover from water services exceeded the $2 million per annum threshold for a Category 2 business
activity ($2.2m). Turnover from the sewerage service remains below the threshold at $1.6m.
The Council’s Saleyards Service, turnover $169,000, meets all Category 2 business requirements.
The Council’s pricing policy for all services was reviewed in 2001/02 and water services was again reviewed
in 2005/06 for implementation in 2006/07 as part of the move towards a user pays pricing system for water
consumption.
The Council does not believe that there will be a significant level of complaints relating to competitive
neutrality and has therefore resolved to include any complaints received within its adopted complaints
mechanisms. As at 30th of June 2006 no complaints had been received for 2005/06. The Council provides
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regular advice to the public, including fax back forms and a complaints mechanism through the Council’s
website to encourage participation in relation to customer service requests or complaints.

Overseas Visits
No overseas visits were taken by Councillors, council staff or other persons while representing the Council
during 2005/06 (including visits sponsored by other organisations).

Work carried out on private land
The Council did not make any resolutions regarding work carried out on private land in accordance with
Section 67(3) of the Local Government Act 1993. The implication of the lack of any such resolution is that
the Council did not provide any subsidised services on private land.

Privacy and Personal Information
The Council has adopted a Privacy Management Plan under Section 33 of the Privacy and Personal
Information Protection Act 1998 and has made all staff aware of the requirements under the Act. All office
staff, managers of HACC, Libraries and Saleyards received training on the provisions of the Act in
November 2004 by outside contractor, Timmins Consulting. All new staff members address privacy issues as
part of their induction process.
No complaints or enquiries were received during the financial year.
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Human Resources
Human Resource Activities Undertaken by the Council
The Council’s primary human resources activities over the previous 12 month period relate to the training of
staff to comply with WorkCover and other statutory regulations. Training for councillors and staff on the
requirements of the Council’s newly adopted Code of Conduct was another major project for the Human
Resources area.
The move towards online training has again increased with nine online training courses being delivered
during the year. This mode of delivery reduces overall training costs and makes training accessible to greater
numbers of staff members.
During 2005/06 15 new staff inductions were undertaken, providing new staff members with a thorough
understanding of their Occupational Health & Safety (OH&S), Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) and
corporate responsibilities.
TRAINING UNDERTAKEN IN 2005/2006:
Course Description

Number of Participants

Traffic Control Stop/Slow Bat (Blue Card)

14

Apply Traffic Control Plans (Yellow Card)

33

Chemical User Accreditation

8

Senior First Aid

4

Code of Conduct

97

Rural Strategic Planning (Short Course)

2

OHS Risk Management for Supervisors/Managers

2

Advanced Return to Work Coordination

1

Bachelor of Arts Library and Information Sciences

1

Model Code of Conduct Training for Facilitators

2

Fraud Awareness

3

Companion Animals Act Training

1

Cert IV in LG Regulatory Services (Ranger One)

1

LG Graduates Development Program

2

Manual Handling

15

Induction for Construction Work in NSW (White Card)

16

Cert II in Business
New Staff Inductions

1
15

Financial Professionals Training

1

Practical Computer Systems – Onsite Training

7

Practical Computer Systems – Online Training

15
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Equal Opportunity Management
The Council supports and ensures that the Berrigan Shire Council EEO Policy is understood and complied
with by all employees. All employees have the opportunity to participate in the Council induction program
that includes awareness of EEO. In 2005/06 15 new staff members, or approximately 17% of the total
workforce, took part in this program. In addition, EEO principles were reinforced to all employees and
councillors as part of the implementation program for Council’s Code of Conduct.
Each individual within the Council is treated on their ability to perform the duties of their job with no bias
towards gender, race, ethnic background, religion, age, marital status or sexual preference. Access and
facilities for the aged and disabled are taken into account in the design of new facilities and the Council has
the capability of offering a modified work place for persons with a disability.
Berrigan Shire Council committee members are selected to ensure that both the Council and employee views
and interests are adequately represented.
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Community and Cultural Activities
Access and Equity
Access and equity strategies are defined by the NSW Department of Local Government as those activities
that benefit the broad community and/or particular target groups. In June 2005, the Council adopted its third
Social/Community Plan. This Plan covers the period from 1st of July 2005 to 30th of June 2008 with the
recommendations to be implemented by the Council through the Management Planning process. Copies of
the plan are available on request from the Berrigan Shire Administration Centre or the Council website.
The strategies in the Social/Community Plan aim to benefit eight specific target groups within the Shire.
These are:
• Children;
• Young People;
• The Aged;
• People with Disabilities;
• Aboriginal People;
• Women;
• People from Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Backgrounds; and
• Residents not part of the mandatory groups (i.e. the rural community & men).
In addition to the items identified in the Council’s Social/Community Plan, a number of activities based on
access and equity principles have been pursued. These include Youth Week at Finley High School, support
of “BlitzYA” – a Young Achievement Australia Company run by students at Finley High School, the Local
Employment Expo held at Finley High School, and Seniors Week celebrations which are jointly organised
with Jeriliderie Shire Council through HACC.
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES – SOCIAL/COMMUNITY PLAN
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome / Status

The community of Tocumwal is
expressing a need for improved
recreational facilities at Tocumwal
Recreation Reserve.

That the Council consider support, in
principle, to the development of new
facilities at the Tocumwal Recreation
Reserve.

Æ Ongoing

Assist the Tocumwal Recreation Reserve
Development Committee with its grant
applications to the NSW Department of
Sport and Recreation and the Regional
Partnerships Program.

A report on the adequacy of the Council’s
community facilities has been completed
and was considered at the Council’s
Annual Corporate Workshop with
priorities being established.
Subsequent to this a grant application to
the Regional Partnership Program was
made. This application was successful but
the grant application with NSW Sport and
Recreation was unsuccessful. The
Council is continuing to work with
CMACC to obtain further co-funding.
The Council has committed funds in the
2006/07 budget towards this project.

The Shire suffers from a lack of public
transport.

That the Council lobby for improved
transport services for residents of the
Shire including participating in Ministry
of Transport forums with a view to
gaining better funded transport services
for the Shire.

Æ Ongoing
The Council’s HACC Coordinator is
attending meetings and will endeavour to
be part of the Ministry of Transport’s
Working Group.
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It would be socially advantageous to
retain more youth in the Shire.

The Council will continue to provide
apprenticeships and traineeships for
young local people.

9 Completed
A new trainee commenced with the
Council in February 2006 and the
Council is also offering a motor mechanic
apprenticeship. Traineeships and
Apprenticeships are offered where
possible.
The Council also coordinated a local
Employment Expo, held annually at
Finley High School, which aims to
encourage young people to live and work
locally after completing school.

There is a need to encourage cultural
activities by youth in addition to other
recreational activities.

The Council will support the Youth Art
Exhibition at the Southern Riverina
Gallery.
Liaise with South West Arts to have
drama workshops held within the Shire.

There is a suggestion that there may be
inadequate seats in the Shire’s
commercial areas to meet the needs of
users.

Conduct an audit of street furniture
placement.

The needs of the rural population,
particularly men, are unknown but
suspected to be high due to existing
drought conditions.

Work with other service providers to
assess and support the needs of the rural
population, particularly men.

Plan developed for the placement of
additional seats.

Assist Cobram Foodbank establish an
outreach centre in Berrigan Shire.

Æ Ongoing
The Council provided support to the
Youth Art Exhibition at the Southern
Riverina Gallery.
The Council has been liaising with South
West Arts to hold drama workshops
within the Shire. Some workshops have
been held as a result of the discussions
which are continuing.
x Deleted from Plan
At the Corporate Workshop held in
February the Council identified this as a
low priority and deleted it from the plan.
Æ Ongoing
The Council has provided assistance to
the Cobram Foodbank to establish an
outreach centre in Berrigan Shire.
Financial support has also been provided
to other groups such as the Rural
Financial Counsellor Service and
Southern Riverina Advisory Service, who
help support the needs of the rural
population, including men.
Work to assess the needs of men in
particular has not commenced.

Cultural & Linguistic Diversity
Berrigan Shire residents continue to be almost entirely from English speaking backgrounds. Of the 6.2% of
the Shire population born overseas, 4.3% were born in English speaking countries. The remaining 1.9%,
(150 people) come from a diverse range of ethnic and linguistic backgrounds. In addition, only 0.86% of the
population are of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander background.
Due to low demand the Council did not undertake any specific programs to promote services, or access to
services, for people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. The Council does however
endeavour to provide services consistent with the principles of multiculturalism as they are required.

Cultural Services
Berrigan Shire Council adopted a Cultural Plan in April 2005 in accordance with the Cultural Planning
Guidelines released by the Department of Local Government and the NSW Ministry for the Arts.
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The Cultural Plan covers the period from July 2005 to June 2008 and explores what matters to Berrigan
Shire residents and the community as a whole. The Plan aims to:
• Promote the cultural well being of the Shire;
• Enable the Council to devise and implement cultural processes consistent with broader objectives;
• Enable the Council to identify the interrelationships between its activities and policies and recognise
their cultural implications for a genuine “whole of council” approach to cultural planning.
• Emphasise community engagement and creative expression of values and aspirations;
• Allow this expression of values and aspirations to inform council policies and decisions, thereby
bringing the culture of government to that of the communities within the Shire; and
• Improve links with other spheres of government in order to increase opportunities for partnerships
and funding.
Items in the Cultural Plan are incorporated into the Council’s Management Planning process and copies of
the Plan are available in hard copy from the office or through the website.
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES – CULTURAL PLAN
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome/Status

There are often issues of concern to the
community that arise and whilst these
may be outside of the Council’s direct
areas of responsibility it would often be
useful for the Council to assist the
community in pursuing its concerns, or
for the Council to adopt a policy position
in relation to the concerns.

Identify a process for highlighting areas
of community concern that require
council assistance or a policy stance.

x Incomplete

Provide assistance to the community.

A formal process for highlighting areas of
community concern has not been
developed.
Assistance is provided on an ad hoc basis
based on community interest and needs in
areas including health, transport and
community infrastructure.
A range of community needs have also
been identified through the Council’s
Social and Cultural Plans.

The Shire will celebrate its centenary
during 2006.

The Council will prepare a history of the
Shire Council.
The Council will publicly re-enact its first
Council meeting.
The Council will hold a formal,
celebratory dinner to commemorate its
centenary.
The Council will hold a picnic to
commemorate its centenary.

9 Completed
A history of the Shire Council was
prepared and published and a formal,
celebratory dinner was held on 11 March
2006 to commemorate the Shire’s
centenary.
The Council chose not to publicly reenact its first Council meeting or hold a
picnic to commemorate its centenary.

Parents from culturally and linguistically
diverse backgrounds may be unaware of
children’s services that are available.

The Council will disseminate relevant
information to target populations.

Volunteers are an important and integral
part of the provision of services to the
community but are increasingly being
discouraged from volunteering through
the imposition of risk management
standards.

Recognise and acknowledge the high
importance of retaining volunteers in the
community, whilst recognising that risk
management programs are an entrenched
requirement of insurers.

9 Completed

Continue to be a resource to encourage
volunteerism and to assist volunteer
groups and individuals in meeting risk
management obligations.

x Incomplete

Children from culturally and
linguistically diverse backgrounds will be
better integrated into the general
community.

x Incomplete
Activities have not yet commenced due to
the limited number of potential clients.
Council’s Early Intervention Coordinator
is actively working with the schools
which helps to identify target populations
on a case-by-case basis.

Council has recognised the importance of
volunteers by increasing support to the
Section 355 Committees which they are
on.

Assisting volunteers to meet their risk
management activities has been
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Seek out the assistance the assistance of
organisations such as TAFE and
Volunteer Australia to facilitate training
programs and to keep risk management
activities as simple as possible.

recognised as part of the Council’s Risk
Management Strategic Plan. Activities
are planned for completion in 2006/07.

Liaise with Insurer Statewide Mutual and
the Local Government and Shires
Association in regard to their roles in best
resolving the conflict between
volunteerism and risk management.

Æ Ongoing

There is a need for cultural activities that
will interest the young.

Commit to participating in the “In the
Bin” short film festival.

Æ Ongoing

Develop a greater awareness of what
cultural groups and cultural activities are
happening in Berrigan Shire.

Conduct a cultural audit.

x Incomplete

Improved knowledge of cultural activities
and groups within the Shire leading to
improved networking.

The cultural plan has been developed and
recognises that a cultural audit is
required. It is anticipated that South West
Arts will conduct the cultural audit.

The Wheels of Prosperity monument is
not working – creating a poor impression
of Finley.

Work with Finley Chamber of Commerce
to have the Wheels of Prosperity
Monument back in full working order.

9 Completed

Sections of the community have indicated
that they would like a cultural walking
track.

Investigate the viability of a Cultural
Walking Track.

Æ Ongoing

Key people within the Shire are ageing
and have a significant knowledge of local
history that should be recorded.

Arrange for people to be trained in the
taking of oral histories.

x Incomplete

Identify key people from whom oral
histories should be taken.

The Council is continuing to liaise with
Statewide Mutual to establish a
satisfactory outcome for volunteers.

Discussions have been held with “In the
Bin” and a date has been set for the film
screening. Southern Riverina Arts have
been asked to help organise the event and
funding has been committed in the
2006/07 budget.

The issue has been addressed with Finley
Tidy Towns and it is understood that the
monument is now working.

Funding has been committed in the
2006/07 budget to the development of a
cultural walking track in Finley.

Activity has not yet commenced due to a
lack of staff resources.

Ensure that existing oral histories are
correctly recorded and preserved.
Create an oral history library.
Play oral histories in the public arena.
There is a need to communicate what
cultural groups are operating in the Shire.

Create a cultural diary and contact list.

x Incomplete

Create a separate cultural section of
council’s website.

A cultural section on the Council’s
website is being set up. This will be
advertised and accessed by all sectors of
the cultural community in the Shire.

Generate better advertising for and
greater awareness of cultural groups and
activities.

Develop recognition of Berrigan’s role in
Federation.

Liaise with the Berrigan Heritage
Museum to gather information on
Berrigan’s role in Federation.

A cultural diary and contact list can not
be created until the cultural audit has
been finalised.
x Deleted from Plan
The activity has been removed from the
plan by the Council. Liaison has
commenced with the Berrigan Heritage
Museum to encourage them to undertake
the task.
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Library Services
The Berrigan Shire Library Service operates four libraries in each of the Shire’s towns and is open a total of
56 hours a week. Branches provide a range of services including library loans, free internet access, holiday
programs, teens workshops, inter-library loans, photocopying and laminating. Library branches also operate
as Council transaction centres. The service stocks in excess of 32,000 items and in 2005/06 had 2,180 active
members.
Over the past 12 months library activity has
increased across almost all service areas. Loans
increased by almost 9.5% and the door count by
24%. Value-added services such as Internet
access, DVD’s, interactive games and holiday
programs for children are major attractions. In
2005/06 there was a door count of almost
24,000 and close to 42,000 items were issued.
Some of the most popular services include the
children’s holiday programs targeted at primary
age students. During the year 242 children
attended these sessions, excluding the
Christmas holiday period. Berrigan library also
host regular visits by St Columba’s School and
Berrigan Children’s Centre attracting 471
student visits to the library over the year.
Special visiting authors also proved to be very
popular with Harvey Lang, an ex-local
entertaining the children with footy handball
skills and stories, and Kerry Lane offering
classroom writing workshops.

USAGE CHANGE BY SERVICE
Xbox/PS2
311%

Photocopier
101%

Computer
81%
Door T otal
24%

T eens
45%

Other
41%
Ref.Enq.
-1%

Other eagerly awaited events include National
Simultaneous Story-time, the Techno Teens
program and the Coffee Mornings at Finley and Tocumwal libraries. The Barooga library community room
is being well utilised accommodating two regular playgroups, the Probus Book Group and Scrapbooking
Group and Embroidery Club.
From an administrative perspective, the Council adopted a new Library Collection Development Policy and
the 2006-2010 Library Management Plan. The Council has also allocated funds in its 2006/07 budget for the
development of a new library facility in Berrigan with preliminary investigations for the construction of the
new library having commenced.

Children’s Services
Throughout the year the Council has undertaken a number of activities aimed at developing and promoting
services and programs that provide for the needs of children. These include the following:
EARLY INTERVENTION SERVICES

The Council provides an early intervention service to the residents of Berrigan Shire, with the service aimed
at children from 0-5 years of age who have a developmental delay/disability which may or may not be the
result of a disability of diagnosed condition.
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The Early Intervention Centre is located in Finley and provides a range of centre, home-based and
integration programs to children throughout the Shire. Operating 4 days a week, enrolments during 2005/06
rose from 11 to 18. The services provided through the centre have recently been extended to offer an
outreach service to Jerilderie Shire. The early intervention services are funded through the NSW Department
of Ageing, Disability and Home Care.
LIBRARY SERVICES

The Berrigan Shire Library Service provides a range of programs that provide for the needs of children.
These include school visits, story-time, the Techno Teens program and school holiday activities.
ARTS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

Berrigan Shire Council funds South West Arts to provide cultural activities, including drama workshops, to
children within the Shire. During 2005/06 the Council commenced planning for an “In the Bin” short film
festival which is expected to be held in 2006/07 with the assistance of South West Arts. The Council also
supports the Youth Art Exhibition at the Southern Riverina Gallery.
COUNCIL FACILITIES

The Council maintains a number of recreation reserves, playgrounds and halls which are well utilised by
children. These areas are also used by local schools and community groups to provide programs aimed at
children. In addition the Council provides learn to swim programs through its public swimming pools in
Berrigan, Finley and Tocumwal.
TOY LIBRARY

A toy library operates in Finley as a Section 355 Committee of Management. The Council provides the
premises occupied by the toy library.

Aged Services
Berrigan Shire Council coordinates a Home and Community Care (HACC) Service which is designed to
assist the frail aged and disabled, and their carers, to remain in the comfort of their own homes and retain
their independence for as long as possible. The service is funded by the NSW Department of Ageing
Disability and Home Care and provides services to clients in Finley, Berrigan, Tocumwal, Barooga and
Jerilderie.
The HACC service is based in Finley and in 2005/06 the service relocated from its old premises in Denison
St, to their new home at the Community Health Centre adjacent to Finley Hospital. This relocation means
that the HACC service is now co-located with other health services, improving access to, and the integration
of health service delivery within the community.
2005/06 was again a busy year for the HACC service which delivers a range of services including:
• Meals on Wheels – a prepared meal service delivered to client’s homes.
• Home Maintenance and Modification – a handy man service that also provides certain home
modifications.
• Community transport – provides assistance with individual transport for specialist and medical
appointments.
• Neighbour Aid – offers a range of practical support services such as visits and assistance with shopping.
• Information, Referral and Coordination – a referral service to arrange assistance for any needs clients
have that are not being met.
• Equipment Hire –hire of certain equipment for short term use, e.g. shower chair/stools.
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Although client numbers were down slightly over the previous year, during the 12 month period 80 home
maintenance and modification jobs were undertaken, 2,576 passenger trips were provided, and between 360
and 570 meals per month were delivered to client’s homes. Many of these services were well supported by
volunteers and the Council appreciates the role that these people play in providing support to the
community’s frail aged and disabled people.
Some of the key challenges faced by the HACC service relate to the rising cost of fuel and an increase in the
price of meals for the meals on wheels program. The increased price of meals has had an impact on the
number of clients accessing the service, but while the Council has been able to hold off previous price rises
this was not sustainable in the long term, and the Council was forced to increase meal costs.

Tourism
The Council continues to fund Tocumwal on the Murray and Barooga Accommodation Group to carry out
tourism activities within Berrigan Shire. In 2005/06 the Council provided $70,000 to Tocumwal on the
Murray and $30,000 to the Barooga Accommodation Group. Both groups are run by and for the industry.
Tourism activities are subject to ongoing assessment and the groups are required to furnish regular formal
reports to the Council.
TOCUMWAL ON THE MURRAY

Tocumwal on the Murray provides tourism promotional activities for the area covered by Tocumwal, Finley,
Berrigan and more recently Jerilderie (funded by Jerilderie Shire), and operates the Visitor Information
Centre in Tocumwal. The organisation reports against a business plan adopted by the Council on the 15th of
August 2005 for the period 2005-2007. Broadly the Business Plan focuses on the following key areas:
• Information and Technology Centre;
• Website;
• TV, radio and print campaign;
• Events;
• Tours; and
• Visitor Information Centre.
The Council is finding that the support provided to Tocumwal on the Murray is being leveraged by financial
and in-kind support from sources other than the Council. This has meant that more money is being spent on
tourism, thus benefiting the local economy. Tocumwal on the Murray is in the process of restructuring and
has developed a Regional Tourism Board to allow for a representative of each of the township stakeholders
to contribute to the future development of the campaign and tourism within the region. This process will
continue into 2006/07.
BAROOGA ACCOMMODATION GROUP

The Cobram-Barooga Accommodation Group provides a range of promotional activities and events to
support the local tourism industry. Support is provided through the organisation of events in their own right
and by supporting other groups by way of “seed funding”. The group furnishes the Council with an annual
budget outlining promotions and events to be carried out during the financial year. Progress against the
budget is reported to the Council on a regular basis.

Bush Fire Control
Berrigan Shire Council is covered by the Corowa / Berrigan Zone of the NSW Rural Fire Service. A Bush
Fire Management Plan adopted under the Rural Fires Act 1997 applies to the zone and:
• Identifies the level of bush fire risk across the Bush Fire Management Committee’s area;
• Identifies strategies which will be implemented to manage the bush fire risks identified; and
• Identifies the land managers responsible for implementing the plan.
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The plan identifies a number of strategies which are directed at addressing the risk to the community and
environmental assets. This is generally achieved through addressing those factors which comprise the risk,
these being the bush fire hazard (principally the fuel), sources and pattern of ignitions, and the vulnerability
of the assets at risk.
Locally, the fire season was quiet with Corowa/Berrigan Zone Brigades attending a total of 188 reported
incidents across the Zone. This was down from 247 incidents the previous year. The Berrigan Rural Fire
District Brigades responded to 75 incidents, less than half that of the previous year.
In 2005/06 out of area assistance was provided by the Corowa/Berrigan Zone including assistance:
• Class 1 & 2 incidents within the neighbouring Rural Fire Service Districts of Mid Murray Zone
(incidents in the Conargo and Jerilderie Shires), Riverina Zone (Urana Shire) and Albury / Hume Zone
(Hume Shire).
• The Country Fire Authority (Victoria) Brigades within the Moira Shire.
In addition, a number of fire fighters and tankers from the Corowa / Berrigan Zone provided out of area
assistance on task forces to the Wandoo Section 44 Fires at Holbrook, as well as to the South Australia and
Western Victoria Fires in January 2006.
PERMITS

During the year 226 Fire Permits were issued across the zone, 136 of which were in the Berrigan Rural Fire
District.
ASSETS

The following second hand tankers were received into the zone’s fleet:
• 1 x Cat 2 – “Daysdale 2” costing $47,250 – a 94 S/Cab Isuzu
• 1 x Cat 1 – “Tarramia 1B” costing $57,750 – a 91 D/Cab Isuzu
• 1 x Cat 1 – “Tocumwal 1B” costing $78,750 – a 96 D/Cab Isuzu
All zone vehicles (tankers and PC units) are currently receiving their annual service and RTA checks and all
vehicles are operational.
TRAINING

The following training courses were completed during the year:
• Senior First Aid
• Chainsaw Falling
• Chainsaw Cross Cut
• Rural Fire Driver
• Bush Fire Fighter
• Advanced Fire Fighter
• Crew Leader Safety
• Crew Leader Wildfire
• Crew Leader Village,
• Village Fire Fighter
COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND PREPAREDNESS

Brigade Members and Staff were involved in community education activities across the Zone including
School visits (local High, Primary and Pre-Schools), local shows (Corowa, Berrigan and Finley) and talks to
community groups.
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Technical Services
The Council’s Technical Services Department has again had an eventful year with a diverse range of projects
undertaken by the team. One of the major accomplishments in the 2005/06 has been the Tocumwal
Streetscape Works. This project has taken three years and is almost complete. It has been complicated by
both the scale and the scope of the work, and the highly seasonal nature of the tourism industry which has
dictated the times when work can occur. The Tocumwal Streetscape Works has brought together some of the
key tasks undertaken by the team into a single job. In 2005/06 the work undertaken has included drainage,
lighting, road construction, kerb and guttering, footpaths, road blisters and cosmetic works such as street
trees and furniture. A large number of people from both within and outside of the area have commented on
the difference the works have made to the appearance of the town, which is a credit to all of the staff
involved in the project.
While a large number of projects were successfully completed, several needed to be carried over largely due
to staff shortages and a lack of available contractors. The staff shortages are indicative of a national trend
with the Technical Services team experiencing two position vacancies within its office based staff over a 3-6
month period. These vacancies had an impact on the Council’s ability to implement its capital works
program as the survey and design of some projects suffered delays in being completed. These vacancies have
since been filled allowing the Council to catch up on some outstanding projects. Similar vacancies have been
experienced in the works crews, further hindering the implementation of some projects.
In addition, the availability of local contractors to undertake the Council works has been fairly limited.
Whilst also experiencing shortages of skilled labour, many contractors have been “snowed under” with
private development and public sector works due to the growing economy. This economic growth has also
increased the cost of construction works, placing increasing pressure on the Council’s limited capital works
budgets.

Roads
The Council carried out almost $1.6 million worth of road maintenance and repairs during 2005/06. This
work was undertaken in accordance with the Council’s Strategic Business Plan – Road Assets, which
identifies and prioritises the works to be undertaken.
URBAN STREETS

The following urban streets were reconstructed and sealed:
• Creed Street, Berrigan – between Nangunia and Robertson Streets (seal)
• Brunker Street, Berrigan – between Nangunia and Robertson Streets (seal)
• Nangunia Street, Berrigan – from Brunker Street east towards Spring Road (seal)
• Robertson Street, Berrigan – between Creed and Brunker Streets (seal)
• Lysaght Street, Berrigan – between Drummond and Chanter Streets (seal)
• Corcoran Street, Berrigan – from Lysaght Street east to the existing seal (seal)
• Moore Street, Tocumwal – between Murray Street and the Newell Highway (rehabilitated)
• Hannah Street, Tocumwal – between Deniliquin and Bruton Street (stabilised and sealed as part of a half
cost scheme)
• Bruton Street, Tocumwal – between Charlotte and Parks Street (seal)
• Charlotte Street, Tocumwal – between Denison and Deniliquin Streets (seal)
• New streets constructed in Finley and Barooga as part of Council and private subdivision works.
COLLECTOR ROADS (LOCAL ROADS)

Rural Collector Roads were reconstructed, widened and sealed as follows:
• Melrose Road – between Casey and Woolshed Roads (5km). Work is now complete on this arterial link.
• South Coree Road – a length of 1.6km of road extending north of Larkins Road
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REGIONAL ROADS

In 2005/06 the following work was undertaken on regional roads within the Shire:
• Main Road 363 – Berrigan-Barooga Road – resealed 2.5km of road between Earls and McClellands
Roads plus extensive patching over a 5km length at Lalalty.
• Main Road 550 – Mulwala-Tocumwal Road – works continued on the major reconstruction
(straightening and widening) of an area to the East of Ruwolts Road.
• Main Road 550 – Mulwala-Tocumwal Road – resealing of a 1200m length near Barooga.
• Main Road 550 – Mulwala-Tocumwal Road – road reconstruction associated with the Tocumwal
streetscape works at the Murray Street roundabout.
• Main Road 226 – Barooga Causeway – maintenance work (bridge painting and line marking) to match in
with new River crossing.
• Oaklands Road – resealed a section between Berrigan township and Shands Road.
UNSEALED RURAL ROADS

The following unsealed roads received a replacement thickness of gravel (resheet) as part of an ongoing
cyclic program:
• Back Barooga Road – Craigs Road to Old Cobram Road
• Boxwood Road – Berrigan Road to Sandhills Road
• Burkes Road – including Howe Street
• Ennals Road – Nolans Road to Coldwells Road
• Lawlors Road, Berrigan
• Leniston Road – Riverina Highway to Hatfield Road
• Lower River Road – 2,600m
• St Leons Road
In addition to the above works, the past year has seen the Council implement its Rural Addressing Scheme
for all rural properties within the local government area. This is part of a national scheme that aims to help
emergency services identify and easily locate rural residential properties in an emergency situation. Each
property has now been issued with their rural address number and a sign post installed at the main property
entrance leading to their residence. A total of 897 properties have been sign posted with their rural address
number.
The implementation of this scheme has been extremely labour intensive as it has involved consultation with
all property owners and mapping each property’s main entrance via a GPS survey. In addition signs were
purchased and installed at each property. The total cost for the project came to $48,000 with funding being
equally shared between the Council, State and Federal Governments under the Natural Disaster Mitigation
Program.
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES - ROADS
Objective

Performance Indicators

Outcome/Status

The Council has not reassessed the value
of its road assets since initial recognition
in its financial statements.

Implement a revaluation of road assets.

Æ Completed

The Council has adopted a Strategic
Business Plan for road infrastructure that
requires implementation.

Implement the major works set out in the
Roads Strategic Plan in accordance with
budgetary constraints.

The valuation has been prepared using an
inventory in Biz-e-Assets and was
utilised in the 2005/06 Financial
Statements.
9 Mostly Complete
Overall programmed resealing works and
gravel resheeting works are mostly
complete and some rural road
construction projects have been
completed. Work has commenced on
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programmed drainage, street and kerb &
gutter construction.
Approximately $200,000 of work will be
carried forward.
There is a need to develop a policy and
standard for the safe crossing of public
roads by dairy cattle.

Prepare a draft policy document.

x Not yet commenced

Develop a strategy to ensure affected
farmers can meet the requirements of the
policy within a reasonable time frame.

No further progress due to development
demands on existing staff.

Sewer Services
There were no major capital works undertaken during the year as part of the Council’s Sewer Service
Business, with only minor capital works being undertaken at the treatment plants.
Despite this, the Council has been actively involved in investigating recycling options for Tocumwal and
Barooga. These programs would see water that has traditionally been disposed of through the Council’s
evaporation treatment system being recycled for productive uses in agriculture or tourism. A similar system
has been established in Finley where treated water discharged from the Finley Sewerage Treatment Plant is
being utilised by the Finley Golf Club under strict management controls. Funding applications have been
made to help finance the recycling system in Tocumwal and the Council hopes that construction works can
commence in 2006/07.
Berrigan Shire Council has again received excellent results in the Triple Bottom Line Sewerage performance
report compiled on a state wide basis. The report shows that the Council’s performance is excellent for water
quality achieved, public health compliance and customer service, while maintaining an above average rating
for operating costs and charges levied on residents.
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES - SEWER
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome/Status

There may be a benefit in adopting a
regional approach to sewerage pricing,
Trade Waste Approvals & Pricing, and
Integrated Water Cycle Management.

Issues referred to Murray ROC for
consideration on the development of a
regional approach.

Æ Carried forward

The Council has not reassessed the value
of its sewer assets since initial
recognition in its financial statements.

Implement a revaluation of sewer assets.

Æ Carried forward

Combined Working Group established by
Murray ROC and RivROC.

Activities have not yet commenced.

Water Services
Approximately $866,000 worth of projects were undertaken in 2005/06 with a tender for just over a $1
million also being let for works to commence in 2006/07. These works include the construction of a new
water reservoir in Tocumwal, security fencing of the treatment plants in Barooga and Finley, and water main
upgrades specified in the Council’s Capital Works Program.
The major project undertaken during the year was the construction of a new 4ML potable water storage
reservoir located in Hennessey Street, Tocumwal. The construction of this reservoir should improve water
pressure and accommodate the increased growth of the community. Despite initial indications that grant
funding for this project would be available from the NSW government, the availability of funding was
retracted and the Council decided to proceed with the works on its own. Approximately $810,000 was spent
on the construction of the tower, with the works being funded internally by the Council.
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The Council has also decided to proceed with the construction of a new 5ML raw water storage reservoir in
Finley. A tender worth just over $1 million was let for the project with the works to commence in the next
financial year. This project will be funded through borrowings.
During the year the Council has been actively involved in the preparation of a Water Demand Management
Plan which was adopted and placed on public exhibition just prior to the end of the financial year. The Water
Demand Management Plan has been prepared as part of the Council’s endeavour to achieve Best Practice for
its water supply operations while reducing the consumption of this precious resource and improving the
efficiency of its operations.
Good results were again achieved in the Triple Bottom Line Water Supply Reports compiled by the State
Ministry for Water Utilities. The report shows that the Council’s performance is excellent in the areas of
water quality and above average in customer service, operational costs and financial management.
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES - WATER
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome/Status

There is continuing pressure to conserve
urban water consumption.

Develop and implement a new water
demand management strategy including
conservation measures, assistance
measures and education programs.

Æ Carried forward

The Council believes that there is a
community benefit in providing
fluoridated water supplies to Barooga and
Tocumwal residents.

Prepare information for public
distribution to highlight the benefits of
water fluoridation similar to the brochure
prepared by the Mid North Coast Area
Health Service.

Æ Carried forward

Draft water demand strategy adopted and
placed on public exhibition.

The Council is waiting for the release of
new guidelines for use by water supply
authorities by the Department of Health.

Convene meetings with parent bodies of
each of the schools at Barooga and
Tocumwal.
Develop and implement a public
consultation process in relation to the
proposed implementation of fluoridation
including town meetings and submission
process.
Consider results of community
consultation and determine whether or
not to formally proceed with fluoridation
of water supplies at Barooga and
Tocumwal.
The Council has adopted a Strategic
Business Plan for water and sewerage
infrastructure that requires
implementation.

Implement the major works set out in the
Water and Sewerage Strategic Business
Plan in accordance with budgetary
constraints.

9 Mostly Complete
Tocumwal Reservoir – Work completed
including the letting of the tender and
construction.
Finley Water Reservoir – Documentation
has been completed and the tender let.
Construction is yet to commence.
Fencing for the security of water plants in
Finley and Barooga has been completed.
Main upgrades included in the works
program are mostly complete.
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Stormwater & Drainage
Major stormwater and drainage works are carried out in accordance with the Council’s Stormwater
Management Plan which was adopted in January 2005. During the first full year of the Plan’s
implementation, just under $700,000 worth of new drainage works were undertaken including retention
basins in Snell Road and Nangunia Street, Barooga and the Snell Road Trunk Main. These works will divert
stormwater away from the river during storm events with the water then being recycled for irrigation,
providing both environmental and economic benefits to the community. In addition, a retention basin was
constructed in Finley as part of the Finley Street Subdivision.
As part of the implementation of the Stormwater Management Plan the Council made application to the
NSW Minister for Local Government to introduce a levy on ordinary rates to fund essential stormwater and
drainage works. This request was rejected, as the Department of Local Government was preparing guidelines
for a stormwater management services charge. As such, the new charge was not introduced in 2005/06 but
will instead commence for the 2006/07 financial year. The stormwater charge will be used to fund essential
drainage works throughout the Shire’s towns and will benefit to the entire community.
In addition, all developers incur drainage headworks charges to pay for future drainage works and all new
subdivisions must provide appropriate drainage infrastructure as part of the development.
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES – STORMWATER & DRAINAGE
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome/Status

The Council needs to provide significant
upgrades to its town drainage systems to
rectify existing problem areas and to
cater for future growth. These works have
been identified in the Council’s Drainage
Strategy. Without jeopardising existing
works and services, the Council is unable
to fund these works without additional
income.

The Council will introduce developer
levies, utilise loan funds and seek an
annual levy of $25 from urban rate payers
to fund the required drainage works.

Æ Carried forward

The Council has adopted a Strategic
Business Plan for stormwater
infrastructure that requires
implementation.

Implement the major works set out in the
Stormwater Strategic Business Plan in
accordance with budgetary constraints.

A stormwater levy from urban ratepayers
will be introduced from 2006/07.
A developers levy has been instituted.
Levies received will be dependent upon
development applications.
An internal loan to fund works identified
in the Council’s Drainage Strategy has
been approved.
9 Mostly complete
Heads of agreement reached with
landholders for the Snell Road retention
basin.
Plans and specifications prepared for the
Snell Road and Nangunia Street retention
basins and the Snell Road Trunk Main.
Construction of Finley St Retention Basin
completed.
Construction of Snell Road and Nangunia
St retention basins and Snell Road Trunk
Main completed.
Preliminary agreement has been
established with landholders for the
Bruton St retention basin and trunk main.
Formal agreements are being prepared.
Plans for the Bruton St retention basin
and trunk main have been completed.
Construction is yet to take place.
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Waste Management
Berrigan Shire Council operates landfill sites in Tocumwal and Berrigan and a Recycling Centre in Finley. It
also provides a weekly collection of garbage using 120 litre bins and fortnightly collection of recyclables
using 240 litre bins through a joint contract with Moira Shire Council. The garbage and recyclable collection
contractors are Kendall and Foott Pty Ltd, and Cleanaway Pty Ltd respectively.
The Council also continues to operate the DrumMUSTER program for collection of clean empty farm
chemical containers.
One of the most significant challenges for the Council waste management activities in 2005/06 has resulted
from Parks Victoria’s decision to implement a “Carry In – Carry Out” rubbish policy along the Victorian
side of the border. This policy has led to the complete removal of bulk rubbish bins for campers on the
southern side of the River, resulting in a significant increase in the quantity of rubbish being brought to, and
disposed of in Berrigan Shire during peak tourism times. Berrigan Shire Council has made provision for
facilities to be made available to campers at Tocumwal tip, and is also providing, at significant cost to
Council, bulk rubbish bins in Tocumwal. Unfortunately this has had a limited impact on the amount of
rubbish being “dumped” in the town. This is expected to be an ongoing problem.
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES – WASTE CONTROL
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome/Status

The facilities currently available for
disposal of unsafe material in the towns
of Barooga, Tocumwal and Finley are
inadequate.

Prepare a strategic plan for the
management of waste within the Shire.

Æ Carried forwared
Activity has not yet commenced.

Kerb and Gutter
Kerb and Gutter projects are identified in the Council’s Capital Works program and are aimed at improving
town amenity, drainage and the protection of road assets. In 2005/06 a large proportion of the identified work
was deferred and carried forward to 2006/07 as a result of staff shortages within the Council and the lack of
available contractors. The following projects were however progressed on a half-cost basis with adjoining
property owners:
•
•
•
•

Moore Street, Tocumwal – between Murray Street and the Newell Highway
Cobram Street, Tocumwal – between Kelly Street and Adam Street
White Avenue, Tocumwal – between Short Street and Cobram Street
Hennessey Street, Tocumwal – 1 property in Jerilderie Street to match in with private subdivision works.

In addition to the above, all new subdivisions are required to construct kerb and gutter as a part of the
approvals process. This has seen major new works being undertaken in Tocumwal and Barooga as a result of
private subdivision works, and in Finley as part of the Council’s Finley Street subdivision.

Footpaths
In March 2006 the Council adopted a Pedestrian Access and Mobility Plan (PAMP). The PAMP study was
prepared by Des Gunn Landscape Design with the objectives being to:
• Undertake a strategic review of footpath networks within the township area.
• Review the condition of key pedestrian infrastructure, particularly kerb ramps, crossings and key paths
• Identify improvements required to bring pedestrian facilities to current Roads and Traffic Authority
Standards.
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•
•
•
•

Develop a Pedestrian Access and Mobility Plan which promotes a safe network of pedestrian routes
linking the major public facilities and attractions.
Provide pedestrian facilities which cater for the needs of all pedestrians including people with
disabilities, children, seniors, commuters, club patrons and recreational walkers.
Ensure that pedestrian facilities are provided in a consistent manner throughout the Shire based on New
South Wales standards of best practice.
Prioritise improvement works by means of a costed and staged works schedule.

A total of 122 projects across the four towns have been identified in the plan, with implementation due to
commence in 2006/07. Each project has been costed and given a priority ranking based on set criteria. This
will enable a much more strategic approach to footpath construction within the local government area. Most
footpath works are progressed as a half cost scheme basis or as a shared cycle path if it has been identified as
part of the Council’s “Shared Bike Path Strategy”.

Street Lighting
The installation of street lighting is carried out in accordance with priorities established through a survey of
the Council’s existing street lighting infrastructure. In order to maximise the available budget new street
lights are added to the network on a town per year basis. In 2005/06 the street lighting budget of
approximately $24,000 was allocated to works in Tocumwal, with 27 new lights installed.

Parks & Gardens
Berrigan Shire Council maintains an extensive network of parks and gardens. Some of the key tasks
undertaken in 2005/06 include:
• Railway Park, Finley – As part of the Council’s Finley Street, subdivision works, the Council is
undertaking a beautification program that will see the establishment of a park linking east and west
Finley. In 2005/06 the landforming was completed, the irrigation systems installed, and grass
established.
• Following the completion of road works in Murray Street, Finley, the Council has installed a sprinkler
system for the grassed strip east of Murray Street (south of Osborne Street). This system is operating
effectively.
• The irrigation of the Barooga Foreshore has been problematic with the major bore failing. This problem
has not been resolved and has been carried forward to 2006/07.
• Extensive remediation works have been undertaken at Barooga Foreshore as a result of a comprehensive
risk assessment of the area.
• In order to meeting statutory and risk management requirements work has been carried out at
playgrounds within the Shire. Some of this work includes increasing soft fall depths around playground
equipment and the removal of non-compliant equipment. This program will continue into 2006/07.

Asset Management
For the past two years Council’s Technical Services Team has been implementing its new electronic asset
management software system, which is being used to record asset data for the Council’s roads, bridges, water
and sewer reticulation networks, and calculate the total value of the Council’s fixed assets. Much of the work
for the past two years has involved digitising asset data onto the electronic system from paper plans, previous
electronic records, and in many cases field surveys to verify the actual location of assets. Data is then
recorded on the Council’s asset management software program called “Biz-e-Asset” which is based on a
Geographical Information System (GIS).
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The Council adopted the use of the “Biz-e-Asset” software program in conjunction with other neighbouring
Murray ROC Councils. This has resulted in the establishment of a users group amongst the neighbouring
councils, allowing for information sharing and training.
While the project is taking considerable time to implement, the Council is now in a position to accurately
assess the total cost replacement of its assets. The Council has recently completed a revaluation of its road
assets, with water and sewer assets to be revalued over the next two years. The other benefit of digitising
asset data is that staff are now able to quickly locate assets electronically which allows for a more timely
response to customer enquiries.
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome/Status

There is a need to establish a
management system to track maintenance
requests, identified defects and response
times.

Evaluate options and purchase relevant
software, input required data and train
staff in its use.

Æ Ongoing

An operational maintenance management
system that is linked to assets via GIS.

Biz-e-Assets system selected and ordered.
System installed and data input
continuing.
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Development and Building Control
Development within Berrigan Shire continues to be strong with the majority of development consents
granted relating to residential construction and subdivision. The total value of development activity in
2005/06 was down on the previous year, but was still more than double that of 2003/04.
Demand pressure for the subdivision of vacant land for future residential development is growing,
particularly in Barooga and Tocumwal, with the number of enquiries made of staff increasing significantly.
In 2005/06, 13% of all applications were for subdivisions, creating 207 new residential allotments.
The following table and graphs demonstrate that development was spread across the Shire. Compared to the
previous year:
• Consents granted for new dwellings were down.
• Consents for dwelling additions were stable.
• Industrial development was down on the previous year.
• The value of commercial development more than tripled.
• The average value of rural development was higher, although the total number of developments was
lower.
• Subdivision applications were relatively stable although the total number of lots subdivided was down.
These statistics are however not always a true reflection of building activity as some developments may have
been approved in previous years and are only now being constructed. Similarly, consents granted in 2005/06
may be staged over a number of years or never commence at all.
No. of Applications Determined by Location
Type of Development

Total

Value

Barooga

Berrigan

Finley

Tocumwal

New Dwellings

30

42

4

57

133

$20,287,751

Dwelling Additions incl.
sheds, garages, private
pools, gazebos &
courtyards.

28

19

33

37

117

$1,902,489

Industrial Development

0

0

1

0

1

$50,000

Commercial Development

7

6

6

15

34

$10,651,376

Rural

4

1

3

1

9

$330,800

Miscellaneous

3

2

0

2

7

$135,600
$420,000

Subdivisions

19

4

3

19

45

(no. of lots)

(67 lots)

(43 lots)

(8 lots)

(89 lots)

(207 lots)

TOTAL

91

74

50

131

346

$33,778,016
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DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY – TOTAL VALUE
450

$40,000,000
$36,525,584
$33,778,016

400

350

$35,000,000

$30,000,000

300
$25,000,000

$18,644,325

250

$20,000,000

$11,416,250
200

Value

Developmen

$12,813,621

386
$13,256,675

346

$15,000,000

150
238
100

240

$10,000,000

194
157
$5,000,000

50
0

$0
2000/2001

2001/2002

2002/2003

2003/2004

2004/2005

2005/2006
Total

Value

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY BY TYPE

Subdivisions
13%

New Dwellings
38%

Miscellaneous
2%
Rural
3%
Commercial
Development
10%
Industrial
Development
0.3%

Dwelling
Additions, incl.
sheds, garages,
private pools,
gazebos and
carports
34%
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NEW DWELLINGS – DETERMINATIONS BY TOWN
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120
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100
TOCUMWAL
FINLEY

80
4

BERRIGAN
BAROOGA

60
15
42
24

40
7
1
9

20

13

21

34

14

5
2

34

30

2004/2005

2005/2006

8

3
6

6

20

20

18

2001/2002

2002/2003

2003/2004

0
2000/2001

Animal Control
The Council’s Ranger did not impound any livestock during the year, with the owners of animals reported
unattended on the road quick to respond and cooperate with the Council in order to prevent ongoing issues.
The continuation of drought conditions, reduced stock numbers, and good prices have resulted in an overall
decrease of calls to the Ranger to report wandering animals on roads. Livestock owners are also becoming
more aware of the implications and liabilities arising from inadequate fencing and supervision, and producers
have a better understanding of the Council’s environmental aims to revegetate and conserve lineal roadside
reserves.
The care and responsible ownership of dogs within the Shire continues to be an area of concern in all
townships. This year the Council has appointed a new Environmental Liaison and Enforcement Officer who
is endeavouring to increase public awareness and responsible pet ownership. The following statistics relate to
companion animal control for 2005/06:
Number
Dogs Impounded

87

Dogs Released

22

Dogs Euthanized

65

Cats Impounded

17

Cats Euthanized

17

Penalty Infringement Notices Issued

5
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Other sources of animal concern arise from the noise and general destruction caused by Little Corellas in the
warmer months, and the hazards associated with the numbers of kangaroos living in close proximity to
residential areas. Both issues are extremely difficult to resolve and the Council has had limited success with
the strategic placement of gas scare guns and similar devices to encourage relocation.

State of the Environment Report
Preparation of a Supplementary State of the Environment Report for 2005/06, as prescribed in Section 428 of
the Local Government Act 1993, has been undertaken by Habitat Planning consultants from Albury on
behalf of the Councils in the Murray ROC region. A full copy of the supplementary report has been attached
as a separate document to this report.
The Councils of the Central Murray Region have used this approach over the last seven years in an attempt
to produce a more useful document with clear pressure – state – response models. That is, to identify the
pressure that human activities have placed on their immediate environment and natural surroundings; to
identify the current and projected state of the environment; and to identify and describe the response of
councils, government agencies, industry and communities to the pressure on the environment.

Planning Agreements
In accordance with Section 93G(5) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, Berrigan Shire
Council did not have any planning agreements in force during 2005/06.
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Council Facilities
Finley Livestock Exchange
The Finley Livestock Exchange is a modern ring selling saleyard that provides local producers the
opportunity to sell cattle and sheep in an open market. The saleyards are owned and operated by the Council
with advice being provided by the Finley Saleyards Committee which represents the interests of buyers,
agents, transport operators and other users of the facility.
There continues be a marked deterioration in the financial performance of the saleyards as the decline in
revenue has persisted. The continuing drought, and a move by producers to ‘over the hook’ sales direct to
processors, is affecting the future viability of the yards. As a result of low throughput, in 2005/06 there was
a reduction in cattle sale frequency from weekly to fortnightly.
Compounding these problems, additional statutory and regulatory requirements continue to add to the cost of
operating the yards. It is becoming increasingly difficult to comply with the requirements of the National
Livestock Identification Scheme and increased workplace health and safety and public liability
responsibilities, when revenues continue to fall and the subsidies required from ratepayers to keep the facility
operational are rising.
Relief for some of the cost pressure on the saleyards will occur at the end of 2006/2007 when the final
payment will be made on the loan funding the construction of the new facility.
While the Council recognises the role played by the saleyards in maintaining local employment and
providing a market price for local producers, unless the saleyards management committee and the Council
receive more support from the meat and livestock industry tough decisions may need to be made.
FINLEY LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE – WORSENING FINANCIAL PRESSURES
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PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES - SALEYARDS
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome/Status

The future viability of the saleyards
industry is at risk due to increased
competition and operating costs.

Liaise with Moira Shire Council and
other saleyards operators in the region to
investigate the merits of rationalisation of
saleyards in the area.

Æ Ongoing

Approach saleyards vendors and
encourage increased use of Finley
Saleyards.

Preliminary discussions have been held
with Moira Shire Council and other
saleyards operators in the region by Cr.
Hawkins. These discussions will be
further advanced over the next three
months.
A focus group meeting has been held
with saleyards vendors.

Whilst the viability of the Finley
Saleyards is at risk it continues to provide
a strong social and economic benefit to
the community.

Continue to financially support the
saleyards operations in the medium term.

9 Completed
The Council is continuing to financially
support the saleyards.

Tocumwal Aerodrome
The operation of the Tocumwal Aerodrome is an ongoing issue for the Council. During 2005/06 the Council
resolved to prepare a Strategic Plan for the Tocumwal Aerodrome. This Plan will establish a base-line budget
for the maintenance of the aerodrome in its current configuration, provide an alternative use and
configuration cost/benefit analysis, and determine an appropriate level of user’s fees. The Plan will be
prepared by Airports Plus Airport and Aviation Consultants and is due to be completed in late 2006.
During the year the Council also made the decision to resume direct management of the aerodrome following
the ongoing unproductive operation of the Tocumwal Aerodrome Committee of Management. This step was
not taken lightly and will undoubtedly have an ongoing impact on the Council’s resources. Users of the
aerodrome will continue to have input into the Council’s decision making processes through the conduct of
quarterly user meetings.
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES – AERODROME
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome/Status

The overall development and operation of
the Tocumwal Aerodrome would be
enhanced through the existence of a
strategic plan.

Consider how to best develop a strategic
plan for Tocumwal Aerodrome.

Æ Ongoing

Develop a strategic plan for Tocumwal
Aerodrome.
Seek assistance from the Federal
Government for the implementation of
projects outlined in the Tocumwal
Aerodrome Strategic Plan.

Initial brief adopted by the Council and
reviewed at the February 2006 Council
Meeting. The development of strategic
plan was delayed due to uncertainty of
future operations at the aerodrome but a
consultant has now been engaged to
develop the plan.

Swimming Pools
The Council operates outdoor public swimming pools in Berrigan, Finley and Tocumwal during the summer
months, usually between November and March. The pools are supervised by temporary employees and are
run on a daily basis by Section 355 Community Committees of Management. The Council provides an
annual operating budget and funding for repairs and maintenance of the pools with the committees
undertaking additional fundraising for equipment and improvements to the facilities.
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Over recent years, significant funds have been expended on the repair, sealing and resurfacing of both
Berrigan and Finley swimming pools. Considerable effort has been directed to identifying and rectifying
leakage through pool joints, pipe penetrations and faults. This work is still ongoing but will result in the
extended useable life of the pool facilities and provide for continued water education activities and
recreational use of the pools by the community.
The Council is committed to ensuring that the pools meet the required standards and will be undertaking risk
management audits of its pools in order to identify hazards, prioritise future required works and improve
signage. With volunteers being essential to the operation of the facilities, the Council is looking at ways to
ensure that the volunteers are provided with the support and training they need to meet their statutory
obligations. This program is expected to be rolled out in 2006/07.
The Council also provides a financial contribution to the Barooga Sports Club who operates an indoor heated
swimming pool and gymnasium in Barooga that operates year round.

Caravan Park
Berrigan Shire Council controls caravan parks in Tocumwal and Berrigan. The Berrigan Caravan Park is
managed by the Berrigan Lions Club with financial assistance from the Council to assist with the basic
upkeep of the area. The Tocumwal Caravan Park has been leased to a private operator and this situation is
continuing to reap benefits for the community and the Council. The Tocumwal Caravan Park operates at no
direct cost to the Council. Funds were committed in the 2005/06 Budget to assist with the upgrade of the
amenities block but this work has been carried forward to 2006/07.
The Council also operates a camping area at Town Beach in Tocumwal. This area works on a permit system,
with the permits available through the Tocumwal Tourist Information Centre. This system is working well
and is helping the Council to meet its public liability responsibilities for the management of this area.

Cemeteries
Berrigan Shire Council manages cemeteries in each town within the Shire.
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Organisational Development
In December 2004 the Department of Local Government undertook a Focussed Review of the Council’s
operations as part of the Local Government Reform Program – Promoting Better Practice Program. The
objectives for the focussed review strategy were to:
• Generate greater compliance to legislation across local government.
• Provide an ‘early intervention’ option for councils experiencing operating problems.
• Promote good governance and ethical conduct principles.
• Enable the Department to use review information to feed back into its work in identifying necessary
legislative and policy work for the local government sector.
Senior Investigations Officer John Canadi and Senior Finance Officer Scott Wallace comprised the review
team who conducted an on-site review of the Council on the 9th of December 2004. This review consisted of
briefings with the Mayor and General Manager, interviews with other council staff and the review of a
number of council’s policies and other documents. In a report provided to the Council in March 2005 the
review team divided their recommendations into three sections:
• Governance;
• Asset and Financial Management ; and
• Community and Consultation.
The recommendations from the Review were adopted by the Council in April 2005 and incorporated into the
2005/06 Corporate Plan. At the same time, the Council decided to employ an additional staff member to
progress these and other tasks. To this effect the Council amended its organisational structure in November
2005 and subsequently appointed a Manager Economic & Organisational Development to help implement
the organisational development strategies identified below.
In undertaking some of the recommendations the Council has at times struggled with the priority of some
activities. While the Council recognises that it is important to implement the recommendations so as to
achieve “better practice” this should not be to the detriment of other activities that are of higher strategic
importance to both the Council and the community. Implementation of other activities has also been
hampered by a lack of direction from the Department of Local Government, particularly in regards to delays
in the release of guidelines that form the basis of the recommended actions.
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES – ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome/Status

There is a need to improve the Council’s
performance and decision making
through the preparation of long term
strategic and financial plans, coordinated
risk management program and
implementation improvements suggested
in the Local Government Review.

Employ an additional staff member to
prepare a long term strategic and
financial plan.

Æ Carried forward

Prepare a coordinated risk management
program.
Implement improvements suggested in
the Local Government Review.

Additional staff member appointed in
November 2005.
Work on the preparation of a long term
strategic and financial plan has not yet
commenced.
A risk management strategic plan has
been prepared to help coordinate risk
management programs and processes.
Two thirds of the recommendations in the
Local Government Review have been
implemented. The Department of Local
Government have been provided with an
update of the Council’s progress.

The Council should communicate both
internally and externally the ethical
standards that the Council abides by
when doing business with council

Develop a statement of business ethics to
communicate both internally and
externally the ethical standards that
council abides by and expects others to

9 Completed
A Statement of Business Ethics has been
developed and was adopted in March
2006. The statement has been
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abide by when doing business with the
Council.

communicated to stakeholders and is
available through the Council’s website.

There is a need to ensure that in the event
of a disaster it is able to continue its
operations.

Develop a Business Continuity Plan
including a Records Management Plan.

Æ Carried forward

There may be benefit in the establishment
of an internal audit function.

Develop a report into the cost benefit of
the establishment of an internal audit
function whether resourced locally or
regionally.

Æ Carried forward

The risk of fraud is always present and
should be considered as part of the
Council’s operations.

Develop and adopt a policy on fraud
prevention control.

Æ Carried forward

The Council’s procurements are
significant, and are an area of continuous
improvement that could achieve
significant savings and securities for it.

Review existing policy to ensure that it
protects the Council’s interest and
achieves maximum benefit for it in terms
of cost and efficiency.

Conduct routine fraud risk assessments.

Conduct routine risk assessments of
procurement and disposal procedures.

Example plans have been supplied by
KPMG Albury. The preparation of the
plan has not yet commenced but is
expected to be completed by August
2006.

Preliminary investigation into the
establishment of an internal audit
function has been undertaken and it has
also been incorporated as a strategy in the
Council’s risk management strategic plan.

The NSW Audit office has released Best
Practice Guidelines. A fraud policy
including routine risk assessments has
been adopted.
Æ Carried forward
Activities have not yet commenced as the
Council is awaiting direction from the
Department of Local Government
regarding the policy framework
requirements. Routine risk assessments of
procurement and disposal procedures
have also not commenced.

The Council is subject to continuous
legislative changes that creates a risk of
non compliance.

Develop and implement a policy to
ensure legislative compliance.

Æ Carried forward

The Council provides a range of
communication devices and systems for
which standards of use should be
developed to control or manage use.

Develop and adopt a communications
devices policy that incorporates the
Council’s e-mail and telephone policy.
The communications policy should also
cover the use of mobile phones, the
internet, personal digital assistants,
facsimiles, scanners and photocopiers.

9 Completed

The Council from time to time makes use
of external resources when fulfilling its
responsibilities. The use of these external
resources when providing major activities
should be clarified.

Develop and adopt a policy in relation to
the use of external contractors for the
provision of major services.

Æ Carried forward

The Council disposes of a small range of
assets regularly that do not form a part of
adopted council programs.

Develop and adopt an asset disposal
policy.

Æ Carried forward

It may be possible to improve
information that assists members of the
public to access information held by the
Council or how to lodge a comment or
complaints.

Prepare a report that considers if and how
the Council could provide information
that assist members of the public to
access information under the Council’s
policy and information on how to lodge a
complaint or comment with the Council.

9 Completed

Policy has not been finalised. The
Council has however resolved to
participate in the Local Government
toolkit program which aims to assist
legislative compliance.

Policy completed and adopted by the
Council. Policy communicated to all staff
members.

Activities have not yet commenced.

Not yet commenced due to a lack of
resources and a relative lack of
importance. Will be completed by
December 2006.

Information on how to access information
plus relevant documents have been made
available through the website.
Online complaint / comment system
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available through the website.
The Council has acquired an electronic
Customer Requests and Complaints
System through Practical Computer
Systems and a team is in the process of
setting up the system and establishing
procedures.
The Council provides a range of services
to the community that could be supported
by a “Guarantee of Service”.

Develop a written “Guarantee of Service”
policy.

9 Completed

While the State Government provides a
level of rate relief to pensioners, there
may be other circumstances where
additional Council assistance could be
provided.

Prepare a report to consider the
development of a rating hardship policy.

9 Completed

Prepare a report to consider the
development of a pensioner rates and
charges reduction policy.

Policy developed and adopted.

Policies adopted by the Council in
January 2006.
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Economic Development
Berrigan Shire Council’s economic development activities are largely pursued by the Council’s Economic
and Organisational Development Unit which has two full-time staff members. Prior to January 2006, the
Unit had one staff member, the Economic Development Officer (EDO), who was responsible for undertaking
the activities outlined in the Council’s Strategic Economic Development Plan. As part of a Council
restructure in late 2005, organisational development and risk management responsibilities were added to the
Unit. The existing EDO became the unit Manager in November 2005, and a new EDO commenced work
with the Council in January 2006.
As mentioned above, the activities undertaken by the Economic Development Unit are largely defined by the
Council’s Strategic Economic Development Plan. The current plan was officially launched on the 26th of
July 2005 and identified around 30 strategies to be carried out under the four key result areas of:
• Strategic Land Use;
• Building Business;
• Labour Attraction and Retention; and
• Promoting Investment.
In March 2006, the activities contained in the Plan were reprioritised by the Council to reflect the extended
responsibilities allocated to the Unit in the area of Strategic Land Use. These new activities are required as
part of the preparatory work for the development of a new Principal Local Environmental Plan (LEP) for the
Shire as part of the NSW Government’s Planning Reform Program.
Over the course of the year, a wide range of activities have been undertaken in accordance with the Unit’s
Strategic Plan. Several specific initiatives that largely meet the objectives of the plan were also pursued. A
summary of the key projects undertaken in 2005/06 is as follows:
STRATEGIC LAND USE

•

Barooga and Tocumwal Rezonings – The Council has continued to pursue spot rezonings in Barooga
and Tocumwal. The work has largely been undertaken by a consultant planner with the work coordinated
by the Economic Development Unit. Due to the processes involved the application has taken
considerably longer than anticipated to progress. At the end of the financial year the Council had
completed consultations under Section 62 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, and
was preparing to make application to the Department of Planning for permission to publicly exhibit the
draft LEP prepared as a result of the application. These rezonings are designed to facilitate the ongoing
development of the Shire’s fastest growing towns.

•

Land Demand Studies – Land demand studies are being prepared for each of the Shire’s towns as a
precursor to the development of a new Principal Local Environmental Plan. With studies having
previously been completed for Barooga and Tocumwal, it was anticipated that only studies for Berrigan
and Finley would be required. However, due to the Planning Reform Process and the Council’s decision
to bring forward the preparation of a new Principal LEP, it was necessary to modify the format of the
studies and expand the project so that new up-to-date studies were prepared for each town.

BUILDING BUSINESS

•

Berrigan Shire Newsletter – A regular business newsletter has been developed as part of a strategy to
improve communication with the local business community. The newsletter is distributed to local
business groups and is available through the Council’s website.

•

Website Redevelopment – The economic development section of the Council’s website has been
redeveloped. Several new sections have been added and accessibility to information available through
the site has been improved.
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•

Business Seminars and Training Sessions – The unit has coordinated a number of business seminars
and training sessions including Tax Seminars organised by the CMACC and the Better Business
Program which was funded through AusIndustry’s Building Entrepreneurship in Small Business
Program.

LABOUR ATTRACTION AND RETENTION

•

Local Employment Expo – The third annual Local Employment Expo was held at Finley High School
on the 15th of June 2006. The Expo aims to promote the career options available locally and link “local
kids to local jobs”. Each year the format has been changed slightly to incorporate new features and
improve the running of the day. Some of the key features this year included visits to local businesses and
a key note presentation from local personality “Tom O’Toole” of Beechworth Bakery fame. The day is
organised in cooperation with Finley High School, the Department of Education and Training, Riverina
Institute of TAFE, the Southern Riverina Plains Local Community Partnership and the local business
community. Funding was obtained through the Department of Education and Training.

•

BlitzYA – Commencing in May 2005, Berrigan Shire Council sponsored a group of Year 10 and 11
students from Finley High School to establish their own company under the Young Achievement
Australia program. The company was supported by six community mentors, and was required to
establish and finance their business, produce and sell and product, and liquidate the company within a six
month period. Although the program required considerably more time than was expected, the program
yielded exceptional results with the local company gaining recognition as Victorian Secondary Company
of the Year, Victorian Regional Company of the Year, first place for Quality Customer Service at the
State Trade Expo and Best Secondary Team at the Trade Expo. Participation in the program provided
each of the students with practical business experience and was pursued as part of the Council’s strategy
to “grow our own workforce”.

•

Workplacement Student of the Year Award – A Workplacement Student of the Year Award was
awarded as part of the Council’s Annual Business and Environment Awards. The award is aimed at
promoting the value of vocational education and training and the role it plays in filling local skills
shortages. The award is sponsored by the Southern Riverina Plains Local Community Partnership. The
2006 recipient for the award was Alister Cuthbert from Weswil Engineering in Finley.

•

University Scholarships for Local Students – In March the Council resolved to support an
accommodation scholarship for students undertaking studies at CSU Wagga Wagga Campus. The
scholarship is part of an ongoing commitment to create links between local businesses and students and
will be offered for the first time in 2007.

PROMOTING INVESTMENT

•

Prospective New Residents Kit – The Council has established a new information kit which is aimed at
providing information to people considering relocating to the Shire. The kit is a companion document to
the existing Business Prospectus and outlines the services, infrastructure and lifestyle options available
within the Shire. The kit is available in hard copy, or electronically through the Council’s website.

•

Business Enquiries – The Unit routinely provides assistance to businesses looking to invest in Berrigan
Shire. A range of services are offered including the provision of information and statistics on the local
area, assistance sourcing land, referral to other agencies, and help navigating the development process.
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PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES – ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Objective

Performance Indicator

Outcome/Status

For sustainable development to occur it is
necessary to develop a strategic vision for
the Shire’s towns.

Continue to pursue spot rezonings for
Barooga and Tocumwal.

Æ Ongoing

Prepare strategic land demand studies for
Berrigan and Finley.
Prepare strategic growth strategies for
towns within the Shire.
Develop mechanisms to enable the
ongoing monitoring of development
trends within the Shire.

The Council is keen to maximise
economic activity by encouraging and
supporting new and existing businesses.

Maintain and further develop the Shire
Business Prospectus.
Maintain and develop the Small Business
Information Kit.
Implement strategies aimed at improving
communication links between the
Council and the business community.

Local businesses often have difficulty
attracting and retaining suitable
employees.

Undertake an assessment of the future
skills needs of the community.

The spot rezonings in Barooga and
Tocumwal are continuing with the
Council having completed consultations
under Section 62 of the EP&A Act.
Draft strategic land demand studies are
being prepared for Berrigan and Finley.
The parameters of the work to be
undertaken has been broadened as a result
of the State Government’s planning
reforms.
9 Completed
The Shire Business Prospectus and Small
Business Information Kit are updated
annually and are available through the
Council’s website.
Regular business newsletters are being
circulated to business groups within the
Shire and are available through the
website.
Æ Ongoing

Develop partnerships between industry,
educational providers, employment
groups and the Council to improve labour
attraction and retention strategies.

Work to undertake an assessment of
future skills needs has not commenced as
it was reduced to a medium priority
through the Economic Development
Strategic Planning Process.

Work with the business community to
identify key skills gaps and job
opportunities and seek ways of
addressing these issues.

Partnerships with industry, educational
providers and employment groups have
been established through projects such as
the Employment Expo.

Establish a Young Achievement Australia
Business Skills Program.

There are ongoing activities being
undertaken with businesses to help
address skills shortages including the
Employment Expo and the promotion of
skilled migration.

Establish a local job board facility
through the Council’s website.

The YAA project was successfully
completed.
The local job board is operational and has
received broad publicity.
Businesses and individuals need to be
encouraged to invest in business and
community infrastructure.

Provide support and assistance to
businesses considering relocating to, or
investing in the Shire.
Encourage the refurbishment, upgrade
and redevelopment of commercial
premises within the Shire.

Æ Ongoing
Support and assistance to businesses
considering relocating to, or investing in
the Shire is provided on an ongoing basis.
Activities to encourage the refurbishment
of commercial premises have not
commenced as it has been identified as a
low priority in the Strategic Economic
Development Plan.
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Risk Management
Berrigan Shire Council is committed to, and places a high priority on managing its risks strategically and
systematically in order to benefit the community and manage the adverse effects to the Council. For some
time risk management has become increasingly important to the Council. Combined with a growing
awareness that additional work needs to be done to mitigate risk, a more systematic approach to risk
management has been implemented by the Council.
In line with this commitment, the Council developed and adopted a new risk management policy and
framework during the year. The risk management policy defines the way the Council’s risk management
functions are integrated into the activities and processes of the Council, while the risk management
framework outlines the processes involved in managing risk. In addition, the Council has a risk management
committee which provides a forum for determining through consultation the future directions of the
Council’s risk management activities, and has adopted a risk management strategic plan.
The risk management responsibilities of Councils are extremely diverse and include issues such as public
liability, health and safety, fraud control, volunteer management, emergency preparedness and governance
issues. These issues are addressed through a combination of physical remediation works following a formal
risk assessment, and systemic treatments which are identified through the Council’s Risk Management
Strategic Plan and implemented at the direction of the Risk Management Committee.
In 2005/06 the Council’s risk management activities were focussed on remediation works at Tocumwal and
Barooga Foreshores. These activities concentrated on the use of signs as remote supervision, fencing and the
mitigation of potential risks. Approximately $37,000 were spent on these works, with several items carried
forward to 2006/07.
In June the Council made application to the State Government to apply a 2% levy on ordinary rates for a five
year period to fund essential risk management activities. These activities have become essential as a result of
the recent successful public liability claim made upon the Council, the hardening of the market for the
provision of public liability insurance to Local Government, and the requirements by the Council’s insurers
for improved risk management practices. All funds raised through this special variation will be spent on risk
mitigation works in public areas for which Council is responsible and reported on in future Annual Reports.
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Freedom of Information
Annual Statistical Report
The Freedom of Information Act 1989 requires the Council to publish in its Annual Report statistical details
of Freedom of Information requests for the period 1st of July 2005 to 30th of June 2006. Comparative data is
provided with 2004/05.
2004/05
FOI Requests

Personal

Other

Total

New (including transferred in)

Nil

Nil

Nil

Brought forward

Nil

1

1

Total to be processed

Nil

1

1

Completed

Nil

1

1

Transferred out

Nil

Nil

Nil

Withdrawn

Nil

Nil

Nil

Total processed

Nil

Nil

Nil

Unfinished (carried forward)

Nil

Nil

Nil

Personal

Other

Total

New (including transferred in)

Nil

Nil

Nil

Brought forward

Nil

Nil

Nil

Total to be processed

Nil

Nil

Nil

Completed

Nil

Nil

Nil

Transferred out

Nil

Nil

Nil

Withdrawn

Nil

Nil

Nil

Total processed

Nil

Nil

Nil

Unfinished (carried forward)

Nil

Nil

Nil

2005/06
FOI Requests

No enquiries under the FOI Act from the Ombudsman, or any appeals under the FOI Act to the District or
the Supreme Court, were lodged during the financial year. The Council operates a very open policy and
generally makes non confidential information available to the community. The impact relating to the
implementation of this requirement is therefore very limited.
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Statement of Affairs
Organisation Structure
The following diagram outlines the organisation structure of Berrigan Shire Council:
The Council

General Manager

Director of Corporate Services

Director of Technical Services

Functions
The Council’s major functions are specified by the Local Government Act 1993. Set out below are details of
the Council’s Charter as set out in Section 8 of the Act.
• To provide directly or on behalf of other levels of government, after due consultation, adequate,
equitable and appropriate services and facilities for the community and to ensure that those services and
facilities are managed effectively.
• To exercise community leadership.
• To exercise its functions in a manner that is consistent with and actively promotes the principles of
multiculturalism.
• To promote and to provide and plan for the needs of children.
• To properly manage, develop, protect, restore, enhance and conserve the environment of the area for
which it is responsible, in a manner that is consistent with and promotes the principles of ecologically
sustainable development.
• To have regard to the long term and cumulative effects of its decisions.
• To bear in mind that it is the custodian and trustee of public assets and to effectively account for and
manage the assets for which it is responsible.
• To facilitate the involvement of councillors, members of the public, users of facilities and services and
council staff in the development, improvement and co-ordination of local government.
• To raise funds for local purposes by the fair imposition of rates, charges and fees, by income earned from
investments and, when appropriate, by borrowings and grants.
• To keep the local community and the State government (and through it, the wider community) informed
about its activities.
• To ensure that, in the exercise of its regulatory functions, it acts consistently and without bias,
particularly where an activity of the council is affected.
• To be a responsible employer.
Decision Making Functions
The decision making body of the organisation is predominantly the Council. The General Manager also has
specific delegated powers as contained in the Local Government Act, 1993. The General Manager also has
the power to delegate specific decision making functions to other officers.
The details of the delegations to the General Manager and to other staff are contained in the Council’s
Register of Delegations.
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Community Participation
The involvement of the community in making submissions to the Council when policies and plans of the
Council are on public display are clearly contained in the Local Government Act, 1993. The Council also has
an extensive range of community Committees which administer facilities directly on behalf of the
Community. The Council has also established Community Development Committee to advise the Council on
matters relating to specific towns.
Public Documents
The following documents are available at the Council’s Offices for inspection:
• The model code prescribed under section 440(1) and the code of conduct adopted by the Council under
section 440(3)
• Annual Report
• Annual financial reports
• Auditor’s report
• Management plan
• EEO Management Plan
• The Council’s policy concerning the payment of expenses incurred by, and the provision of facilities to,
councillors.
• The Council’s land register
• Register of investments
• Returns of the interests of Councillors, designated persons and delegates
• Returns as to candidates’ campaign donations
• Agendas and business papers for council and committee meetings (but not including business papers for
matters considered when a meeting is closed to the public)
• Minutes of council and committee meetings, but restricted (in the case of any meeting or part of a
meeting that is closed to the public) to the resolutions and recommendations of the meeting
• Any codes referred to in the Local Government Act 1993
• Register of delegations
• Annual reports of bodies exercising delegated council functions
• Applications under Part 1 of Chapter 7 for approval to erect a building, and associated documents
• Development applications (within the meaning of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979) and associated documents
• Local policies adopted by the council concerning approvals and orders
• Records of approvals granted, any variation from local policies with reasons for the variation, and
decisions made on appeals concerning approvals
• Records of building certificates under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
• Plans of land proposed to be compulsorily acquired by the Council
• Leases and licenses for use of public land classified as community land
• Environmental planning instruments, development control plans and plans made under section 94AB of
the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 applying to land within the Council’s area
• The Statement of Affairs, the Summary of Affairs and the register of policy documents required under
the Freedom of Information Act 1989
• Departmental representatives’ reports presented at a meeting of the Council in accordance with section
433.
• The register of graffiti removal work kept in accordance with section 67C
• Plans of management for community land
• Local Emergency Management Plan (Displan)
• Policy Manual, including the following policies:
o
o

Council Name Badges
Unauthorised Advertising Structure – Removal Of
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Street Stalls
Hire of Plant for Council Works
Berrigan Airstrip
Tocumwal Aerodrome
Murray River Water Policy Statement on Water Quality
Staff Service with the Australian Army Reserve
Attendance at Local Government Conferences
Housing for Staff Members
Mayor’s Sedan
Use of the Council Chambers – Formal Area
Monumental and Lawn Cemeteries
Fees – Approved First Aid Course
Authority to Send Bush Fire Control Units Outside the Council’s Area
Authority to Send Council Plant Outside the Council’s area in Emergency Situations
Hire of Council Plan for Private Works
Selection of Staff Members
Insurance – Risk Management
Access to Council’s Refuse Depot – Special Events
Salary Policy
Dog and Dog Impounding Policy
Public Liability Claims Procedure
Occupational Health and Safety and Objectives Policy
Street and Public Place Naming Policy
Staff Remuneration Package
Purchasing Policy
Service Recognition
Presentation on Retirement from the Council
Smoke Free Environment Policy
Pre Employment Medical Policy
Rehabilitation Policy
Street Banners Policy
Annual Christmas Dinner
Deferred Debtors
Assistance with Legal Expenses
Leave Policy
Internal Reporting Policy
Driveway Construction
Equal Employment and Opportunity Policy Statement
Training Policy Statement
Long Service Payments
Local Approvals Policy
Refund of Application Fees
Waste Management
Customer Request / Suggestion Policy
Liability Management Policy
Stock Impounding Policy
Assistance for Attendance of Individuals at Sporting and Other Events
New Kerbside Garbage Collection Services
Heat Stress Policy
Annual and Other Leave
Reimbursement of Relocation Expenses Policy
Child Protection Policy
Capital Grants and Contributions Policy
Drainage Corridors Fire Reduction Policy
Constructed Footpath Risk Management Policy
Administration of Contributory Footpath and Kerb and Gutter Schemes Pursuant to Clauses 217, 218 & 219 of the
Roads Act 1993
Public Information Policy
Berrigan Shire Library Service Collection Policy
Drug and Alcohol Free Workplace Policy
Public Internet Usage
Attendance of Councillors at Community Meetings and Events
Water Trading Policy
Policy for Volunteering in Berrigan Shire
Council Involvement in New Enterprises
Tender Evaluation Policy
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Tocumwal Aerodrome Runway 04/22
Risk Management
Road Opening Policy
Investment Strategy
Communication Devices Policy
Library Collection Policy
Fraud Control Policy
Local Policy for Relocation of Previously Used Residences
Requests for Donations and Financial Assistance
Development Assessment and Control Community Consultation Policy
Private Use of Council Vehicles – Fuel Charge

The following Codes and Plans are also available for viewing:
• Berrigan Shire Council Code of Conduct
• Privacy Management Plan
• Cultural Plan 2005-2008
• Social/Community Plan 2005-2008
• Library Management Plan 2006-2010
• Risk Management Strategic Plan
• Strategic Economic Development Plan
• Stormwater Management Plan
• Strategic Business Plan – Road Assets
• Strategic Business Plan – Water
• Strategic Business Plan – Sewer
• Strategic Business Plan – Stormwater
• Development Servicing Plan – Water
• Development Servicing Plan – Sewer
• Pedestrian Access and Mobility Plan
• Drought Management Plan
• Water Demand Management Plan
• Operational Environmental Management Plan (OEMP) for Effluent Reuse on Finley Golf Course
• Berrigan Shire Local Environmental Plan 1992
• Murray Regional Environmental Plan No. 2 – Riverine Land
• State of the Environment Report
• Development Control Plan – Village
• Development Control Plan – Tocumwal Aerodrome
• Development Control Plan – Residential Building Lines
• Development Control Plan – Exempt and Complying Development
• Development Control Plan – Parking
• Local Companion Animal Management Plan
• On Site Sewage Management Plan
• Roadside Vegetation Management Plan
• Section 94 Development Contributions Plan
• Management Plan for Local and Neighbourhood Parks
• Apex Park Plan of Management
• Plan of Management Tocumwal Foreshore and Recreation Reserve
• Plan for the Management of the Corella Population at Tocumwal
• Statement of Business Ethics
• Guarantee of Service
• Detached Dwellings Code
• Code for the Erection of Swimming Pools and Safety Fencing
• Residential Flat Code
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•
•
•

Subdivision Code
Local Government Code of Accounting Practice and Financial Reporting
Ecologically Sustainable Development Statement

Any person may come to the Council’s office at 56 Chanter Street, Berrigan, and view the above
information. Any enquiries should be directed to Matthew Hansen, the Council’s Public Officer on
(03) 5888 5100.
Any person can request to view his/her own personal record and can request the alteration of certain
information that is by the Council in connection with its administrative functions and if the information is, in
the person’s opinion, incomplete, incorrect, out of date or misleading. Any records of a legal or accounting
nature cannot be altered without proper approval or advice.

ROWAN PERKINS
GENERAL MANAGER
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Operational Information
Administrative Offices:
Postal Address:
Telephone:
Facsimile:
E-mail:
Website:

56 Chanter Street, Berrigan NSW 2712
PO Box 137, Berrigan NSW 2712
(03) 5888 5100
(03) 5885 2092
mail@berriganshire.nsw.gov.au
www.berriganshire.nsw.gov.au

OFFICE HOURS

8.00am to 5.00pm Monday to Friday
AFTER HOURS EMERGENCY CONTACTS:

General Manager – Rowan Perkins
Director of Corporate Services – Matthew Hansen
Director of Technical Services – Fred Exton
Works Engineer – Peter Mitchell
Poundkeeper/Ranger
Roads Overseer – Phil Eales
Maintenance Overseer – Darron Freund
Saleyards Manager – Neil Johns
Fire Control Officer
24-hour Emergency Contact

(03) 5874 2376
(03) 5885 1200
(03) 5743 2258
(Mobile 0408 167 885)
(Mobile 0407 503 541)
(03) 5888 5100
(03) 5888 5100
(Mobile 0418 679 996)
(02) 6033 4550
(03) 5888 5100 – diverts to staff member on duty

LIBRARY HOURS
Library Hours

Berrigan

Finley

Tocumwal

Barooga

Monday

Closed

Closed

Closed

2.30-6.00

Tuesday

2.00-5.30

Closed

9.30-5.30

Closed

Wednesday

Closed

9.30-5.30

Closed

9.30-6.00

Thursday

10.00-1.00

Closed

9.30-5.30

Closed

Friday

Closed

9.30-5.30

9.30-12.30

2.30-6.00

Saturday

9.30-12.00

9.30-12.00

9.30-12.00

9.30-12.00

Tocumwal and Finley Libraries are closed from 12.30pm to 1.00pm for Lunch
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – Payment of Expenses and Provision of Facilities Policy 2005/06
PAYMENT OF EXPENSES AND PROVISION OF FACILITIES
Berrigan Shire Council is an organisation that is required to provide community leadership and also to provide directly on
behalf of other levels of Government, after due consultation, adequate, equitable and appropriate services and facilities for the
community and to ensure that those services and facilities are managed efficiently and effectively.
The Council is also required to facilitate the involvement of Councillors, members of the public, users of facilities and services
and Council staff in the development, improvement and co-ordination of Local Government.
To meet these requirements it is, from time to time, necessary that Councillors, members of public and staff to represent the
Council at conferences, delegations meetings or fact finding missions which Councillors actually attend these events is
determined by:
•
•

Other Council Policy
By request to the Council or the General Manager which will determine the appropriateness of the request relative to the
Council’s and Councillors respective Council interests and responsibilities.

It is also appropriate, and in some cases a requirement, that those persons are accompanied by their respective partners.
Given the above, it is important that those people are provided with equal opportunity to attend such events.
In accordance with Section 252 of the Local Government Act, Council must adopt a Policy concerning the payment of expenses
incurred or to be incurred by, and the provision of the facilities to, the Mayor, Deputy Mayor and the other Councillors in
relation to discharging the functions of civic office.
Broadly the Council will do this by meeting expenses associated with that attendance within the following guidelines.
a) Travel
The Council will meet the full actual cost of travel to and from events with the exception that partners shall meet any additional
cost associated with their travel.
b) Accommodation
The Council will meet all reasonable accommodation expenses including breakfast and incidentals associated with attendance at
events, save that partners shall be responsible for any additional accommodation, meals and incidental expenses incurred on
their behalf.
Reasonableness will be determined by the General Manager.
Where a Councillor or staff member are attending events which require travel and would result in the Councillors or staff
member not returning home prior to 8.00pm or would result in an overall working day exceeding 10 hours then the Councillor
or staff member may include accommodation after the event in travel arrangements.
Where the Council conducts Corporate Planning events at locations more than 2 hours from Berrigan Shire it shall provide
accommodation on each day of attendance.
c) Sustenance
Each Councillor, member of the public or staff member shall receive the actual cost of sustenance up to an allowance of $150
per day or such amount as may be negotiated by the General Manager, where those persons are required to sleep away from
home.
e) Legal Expenses
The Council will reimburse the reasonable legal expenses of:
1.
a Councillor defending an action arising from the performance in good faith of a function under the Local Government
Act (Section 731 refers); or
2.
A Councillor defending an action in defamation provided the statements complained of were made in good faith in the
course of exercising a function under the Act; or
3.
A Councillor for proceedings before the Local Government Pecuniary Interest and Disciplinary Tribunal or an
investigative body provided the subject of the proceedings arises from the performance in good faith of a function under
the Act and the Tribunal or investigative body makes a finding substantially favourable to the councillor.
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f) Communication Costs
The Council will provide each Councillor with a dedicated telephone/facsimile machine for use on Council business.
The Council will meet all costs associated with the provision and use of these machines to a maximum value of $100 per
Councillor per month.
The Council will also provide all connection costs to initially establish such machines at a Councillor’s residence or place of
business.
The Council will provide the Mayor with a mobile telephone and will meet all Council business related costs associated with the
use of such telephone to a maximum value of $200 per month.
Each Councillor will be provided with facsimile equipment and where appropriate direct telephone connection to the facsimile
equipment.
Where direct connection is provided, the Council will meet the rental and other services charges related to it.
The Council will meet all costs associated with receipt and remission of facsimiles where these are related to official Council
business.
g) Travel Allowance – Motor Vehicles
The Mayor will be provided with an executive standard Council vehicle for official duties and commuter use associated with
such duties.
The Mayor shall be provided with full private use of the vehicle upon payment of a weekly amount as determined from time to
time by the Council as part of its Fees and Charges.
Where Councillors use their private vehicle for attendance at events as part of their official duties they will be reimbursed at a
rate determined by the relevant Local Government (State) Award for vehicle expenses.
Where staff use their own vehicle for travel on official duties they shall be reimbursed in accordance with the relevant
employment contract or award.
Where other members of the public use their private vehicles for official Council duties these shall be reimbursed in accordance
with any statutory requirement or a rate negotiated by the General Manager.
h) Secretarial Support
All Councillors will be provided with adequate secretarial support so that the Council’s official duties maybe pursued in a
professional manner.
i) Meeting Expenses
Where Councillors, other members of the public or staff attend meetings convened by the Council, minor refreshments may be
provided in addition to any appropriate meals and as determined by the General Manager.
j) Training
Official duties shall also include any training that may be required to effectively pursue their Councillor or officer
responsibilities.
Section 253 of the Local Government Act indicates that before adopting a Policy for the payment of expenses or provision of
facilities, the Council must give at least 28 days public notice of the proposal.
Section 254 states the Council must not close to the public that part of its meeting at which a Policy for the payment of expenses
or provision of facilities is adopted or at which any proposal concerning those matters is discussed or considered.
(Adopted by Council 19/4/06)
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Appendix 2 – Audited Financial Statements
Under Section 428(2)(a) of the Local Government Act 1993 the Council must include a copy of the
Council’s Audited Financial Statements as part of its Annual Report.

BERRIGAN SHIRE COUNCIL
General Purpose Financial Reports
for the year ended 30th June 2006
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Page
Council Certificate [s 413 (2)(c)]

1

Principal Financial Statements
Income Statement
Balance Sheet
Statement of Changes in Equity
Cash Flow Statement

2
3
4
5

Notes to, and forming part of, the Principal Financial Statements
Note 1 - Significant Accounting Policies
Note 2 - Functions
Note 3 - Revenues
Note 4 - Expenses
Note 5 - Gain or Loss on Disposal of Assets
Note 6 - Cash and Investments
Note 7 - Receivables
Note 8 - Inventories & Other Assets
Note 9 - Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment
Note 10 - Liabilities
Note 11 - Reconciliation to Cash Flow Statement
Note 12 - Commitments for Expenditure
Note 13 - Statement of Performance Measurement
Note 14 - Investment Property
Note 15 - Financial Instruments
Note 16 - Significant Variations from original Budget
Note 17 - Statement of Developer Contributions
Note 18 - Contingencies & Assets & Liabilities not recognised
Note 19 - Joint Ventures & Associated Entities
Note 20 - Revaluation reserves
Note 21 - Transition to AIFRS
Note 22 - Reinstatement, rehabilitation and restoration liabilities
Note 23 - Non-current assets classified as held for sale
Note 24 - Events Occurring After Reporting Date

N1-N9
N10-N11
N12-N15
N16-N17
N18
N19-N20
N21
N22
N23-N26
N27
N28
N29
N30
N30
N31
N32
N33
N34
N34
N35
N36-N38
N39
N39
N40

Auditors Report on the Financial Statements [s 417 (2)]
Auditors Report on the Conduct of the Audit [s 417 (3)]

A full copy of the Council’s audited financial reports has been attached as a separate document to this report.
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Appendix 3 – State of the Environment Report
Under Section 428(2)(c) of the Local Government Act 1993 the Council must include a copy of it report as
to the state of the environment in the area as part of its Annual Report.
The 2nd Supplementary State of the Environment Report (2005/06) has been prepared by Habitat Planning
Consultants from Albury on behalf of the Councils in the Murray ROC region, including Berrigan Shire
Council.

STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Murray Region Councils
2

nd

Supplementary Report 2005/06
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Page

1. Introduction

1

2. The Murray Region

2

3. New Environmental Impacts

4

4. Trends in Environmental Indicators
4.1 Land
4.2 Atmosphere
4.3 Water
4.4 Biodiversity
4.5 Human Settlement

4
5
12
25
34
45

5. Conclusion

52

A full copy of the report has been attached as a separate document.
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